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“The separation between the wheat
from the tares takes place rapidly. Creatures
attached to the matter will repeat the primary
grade in other worlds compatible with their
spiritual graduation (...)
(...) Men believe or not, the planetary
events occur at high speed.
We all are on the way of evolution,
which acceleration or not will depend on
each one.
"It is individual and nontransferable to
choose the way to tread."
Marcos Novaes
spiritual worker of the GESJ

EXILED, BANISHED OR FALLEN SPIRITS
Mediumistic Work by
GESJ (Grupo Espírita Servos Jesus)

“The essence of life animates the bodies
giving them the soul, in all creatures, as a
single thread conducting the web of life."
"Every being that awakens is a light in the
dark earth to shine those still immersed in
darkness”.
Lobsang Rampa, Lama of Tibet
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Free are those who are not seduced people by the matter!
Free are those who have everything doing not attach to anything!
An Extraterrestrial

PRESENTATION
... "All revelations were not enough to
awake them; only the catastrophic events
may interrupt their destructive actions.
The Planet Earth dies at this dimension
and humanity goes toward the exile.
Jesus works hard to rescue creatures and
conquer generous hearts that in His Name
struggle for liberation of the planet and its
humanity immersed in the darkness toward
the World of Regeneration.
His presence is intense where workers
in His Name disseminate hope and fraternity.
Blessed be Jesus!”
Andre Luis

OPENING AND ILLUMINATING WAYS
We did not intend present this book, as well as, the first two already
published, within the technical norms used by historians and writers, because
this is not a textbook carefully organized into academic standards.
By the way, this is a transcendental work, which objective is to awaken
those who still sleep, to throw away the laziness and comfortable convenience
of others, and warn the unvigilant ones. Finally, the objective is to spread light in
the darkness amidst of planetary chaos, opening trails so that travelers of this
long road, Life, get to reach the last "transport" towards a safe port.
Read it carefully, free of prejudices.
Why should be necessary high technology and scientific progress,
without “love one another” as the Basic Commandment for all humanity?
Cataclysms of every nature occur around the orb, as answers from
Nature to foolish human actions.
Our Great Extraterrestrial, Commander Yuri, a friend of our Spiritist
House – GESJ said:
“... We only have the wide vision given us by the Cosmos, about a sick
and destroyed earth by man who exploits and removes her precious energies
either to maintain the planetary balance or the whole system."
Men can intervene on everything allowed by their free will, however,
there are limits, and when their choices reduces the stability of the cosmic
system, the Superior Entities intervene saying, Stop!
This humanity must bear in mind that the Universal Law of Love,
Progress and Justice determines the limit of insanity.
We would like to bring other news, but we do not have. Black waves of
dislike, disrespect, greed, excessive power are spreading rapidly throughout the
planet, with several consequences due to the errors committed in name of
inferior passions"...
We are happy bringing to you, the other messages on “Fallen Beings in
their terrestrial Trajectory”.
May Jesus bless us!
Margarida, representing GESH, 2nd semester of 2008

Just as foreword
“... You are free to act, but obliged to
face the consequences of all your actions
before your immortal conscience."
... "This is the incarnation key to
determine your spiritual future.
Where do you think go misusing your
actions?
Where are you going with excessive rude
actions?
Give up your negative actions. The time
has come for separation between the wheat
and the tares; the sheep from the wolves
and, the inevitable Law of Love reach you in
any social or racial toward painful exile.
Jesus, all Love and Light bless us!
Ramatis - Kuthumi

I - PLANETARY TRANSITION
Peacetime is over.
Men are slaughtering, and fear dominates their souls.
The Planet Earth faces its terminal phase of immense pain.
Men do not believe that their destructive and predatory actions have
exhausted the vital forces of the planet. They are unable to impose a discipline
to not destroy the brother and the planet where inhabit.
The limitation of destructive actions and depredation on the
Environment could bring material damage to their narrow interests and
greedy.
Men do not worry if the planet will explode destroying many lives.
Nevertheless, material and economical damages must be avoided.
They have selfish and despotic consciences, reduce chances of survival
of the earth and its people, and accelerate more and more the final torments.
Jesus and His Lessons represent just one more way to get money.
Important rituals, medals, talismans, holy water, rosaries, crosses of wood,
gold, metal and diamonds, no possibility is neglected to get money and material
goods.
The immortal spirit is forgotten amidst of intense appeal material.
They think, "If money is necessary even for holy things, why not exploit
it?"
People’s dark and negative intentions emit vibrations attracting beings of
darkness that allied to disrespect and negligence to themselves, the neighbor
and Divinity allow the negative beings judge owners of the entire planet.
Deluded, in the invisible plane, they invest more and more on negligent human
beings, seeking their energies.
Lower vibrations of embodied spirits and other negative inhabitants
of invisible planes saturate the Planetary House.
This intense negative pressure accelerates the catastrophes of "end of
times".
Those who believe in peaceful "Planetary Transition" free of
disasters, they are under self-hypnosis and cannot see the real world they
inhabit, pretending not to hear the news speaking of global imbalances
and horrors.
Even so, God Almighty sends children, Extra and Intraterrestrials to help
and comfort human beings, however these reject them.
This planetary cycle is finishing and, unfortunately, this humanity
will inhabit other planet, except those faithful to Jesus.
The sacrifice of Jesus remains alive in sensitive hearts that have already
wakened the conscience and attentive about the warnings from High spheres
earthwards. Some creatures that practice the Gospel of Jesus may inhabit the
Earth of Renovation.
Brothers,
"Jesus no more is that being nailed on the cross.
He is Life that pulses around you on earth.
He is the Road, the Truth and the Life. Only through Him, you will be
free.
Joseph Arimathea, 04/13/07.

I I – SHEDDING LIGHT ON THE DARKNESS
Blessed be Jesus, Divine Friend and Master!
The history of man on earth is a mystery to humanity that only refers to
material facts, because they simply deny its existence and activity. Therefore,
any new fact referred to Immutable Truth of Universal Laws of Cosmic comes
by the Father’s Mercy that reveals truths, even though most of peopled doubt
on it.
For faithful disciples connected with subtle vibrations, these truths will be
very important, as confirmation of what, at heart, they already felt and knew.
The terrestrial people remain in mistakes wrapped with lower vibrations
and unable to get superior knowledge.
Even the Excelsis Jesus failed to remove all the crusts, which keep them
prisoners on Earth.
Only the pain will rescue this humanity threw into exile according to their
will.
Go sisters, shedding light on the darkness.
Peace is with you!
Yuri
Commander of all rescue of the planetary transition

III - WORDS FROM MEDIUMS – GESH
1 - All work on the Vineyard of the Lord Jesus lovingly offered by our
Spiritual Guides and Masters seeking our spiritual redemption is grandiose for
our souls thirsty for renewal and progress.
Thank you, Beings of Light for the trust you have bestowed on us, as
imperfect creatures.
Likewise all the works already published by GESJ, this also has the
objective to awaken consciences through important messages that deeply touch
our soul with desire to progress in a better world.
Thank you, dear Jesus, for the opportunity to serve in your Vineyard of
Love and Light!
Medium Edilza

2 - God in His infinite goodness directed our way to this incarnation that,
at the beginning, unable to understand, we had several doubts and questions
such as, where and why some situations.
We, gradually devoted on studies, discipline and hard work, the answers
arrived.
Nowadays, aware of miseries and exiles suffered, welcomed by
our Mother Earth, we recognize the importance of our current existence
(incarnation key) for our spiritual progress, after countless falls in our long
journey on earth.
After concluding this serial book “The Fallen Beings and their Terrestrial
Journey”, we are thankful to our God Almighty, Master Jesus, Master Ramatis
and our spiritual friends of past lives for their hands extended us so that we
participated with fraternal brothers of same ideal.
We also thank our evolved brothers who brought us the messages for
this public work that will help those who wants reveal the invisible.
The lessons learned are petals of light in our journey.
Faith is our foundation to strengthen our spirits.
Maria Clara

3 - We hope the realities brought in this on this book can awaken many
consciences that are falling more and more. To go down is more difficult with
suffering and pain.
To go up is an arduous task, which requires effort and courage.
These warnings are "Strings of Light" thrown to beings already wakened
for spiritual progress.
We hope they remain in determination, courage and faith; sure, that, on
the other side of the rope is someone who waited this moment for long time.
Penha
4 - Peace to all!
We are only one people in this incarnation on Earth. Even so, in the
geographical environment, we create boundaries separating us from other
countries, in the economical field, we created values segregating us different
nations and, psychologically we create walls of misunderstandings keeping us
distant from each other.

From one people, we create many peoples and the intolerance that
dominates the humanity promoting conflict, war and pain. We act like brothers
looking for love of parents, abusing and mistreating each other.
Even so, messages of hope reach us and, as wise lessons sustain us on
our journey on earth, indicating us the better route so that we enjoy this gift of
life. These messages act as lighthouse guiding us, and represent the goodness
and mercy of the Creator. Thus, thankful to Him, we want to share them with all
of you.
These Lessons show us the direction to unity and stay with us so that we
recognize ourselves as one people, created by one God, without frontiers and
bound to be one people composed of many brothers.
May these vibrations of fraternity touch you, like refreshing breeze in the
summer heat!
Medium Penny

5 - "Who am I? Where I come from? Where shall we go?” are questions
that always bothered the humanity.
There is no time for questions. We are in time of choices and attitudes.
Thus, Our Father infinitely good through Superior Spirits of this and other orbs,
and of subterranean worlds, allows these three books to remove the veil
covering the answers sought.
For such purpose, we must have eyes to see, ears to hear, trust in God
and courage to take the hardest journey of knowledge, which begins within us.
Welcome to this trip!
Simone

PART 1 – MIDDLE EAST
People of Earth! Hear the call of Light.
The strident sounds of Trumpets have
announced the beginning of the Apocalypse.
The sounds of catastrophes are present
in many countries, and each piece of the
earth emits groans of pain due to insistent
and endless human aggression.
The answer to so much violence
already began.
The intense suffering imposed will be
received back.
You chose the pain when deprived the
love of your actions.
Love without borders ceases to
exist, and racial barriers increase.
Similar Races destroy each other
and brothers become adversaries.
... You beg pardon to God, but you
ignore the Love and do not forgive your
neighbor.
Zeus, Festival of Wesak, May of 2008

CHAPTER 1 – PEOPLE AND RELIGIONS
Today, at the end of the planetary
cycle, Greatest Nations only discuss the
concept of Fraternity, without implementation
of any.
The bankruptcy comes from humans
who did not cultivate the noble virtues to the
detriment of lower instincts latent in the soul.
They will repeat, yes, in a rough way,
the neglected lessons in another orb.
Lobsang Rampa, Tibetan Lama

01. Jewish People
Q: Master, in my mind a question repeats: why so much hate, wars and
division just where lived Jesus?
A: The incredulous, warlike people, Jews insist on dominating everything
surrounding them, including human life to serve those considered beings more
capable.
Israel, as current habitat of the "Beast" contains the largest number
of reincarnating Reptilians fallen in neighbor orb, where lived those
creatures. They are not their direct descendants; however detain their genetic
heritage of wild instinct, brought from distant reptilians. Their seeds of hate
spread on earth like weeds infiltrating by everywhere, even in the most
inconvenient cracks of cement and concrete. The Lord Jesus came on earth
to touch those hardened hearts.
The concentration of these beings in a defined territory was postponed
for many years in order to prepare the humanity for confrontation with those
perverse beings of petrified hearts. The encounter and permanent presence at
certain area created magnetic waves resulted into openings of portals for
access of the most terrifying creatures imprisoned in another dimension, without
opportunity of manifestation in the physical plane.
Q: Then, it was known that together at certain area, they would irradiate
dense energy for opening of negative portals. Is not it?
A: Yes, the negativity comes from primitive emotions of those creatures,
whose feelings as you know, they are developed and purified do not exist. They
still cultivate the desires of accurate control, ownership and slavery.
Their nature similar to the Reptilians keeps them harmonically. Where
the pride and selfishness disseminate ramifications, the love remains
embryonic, waiting for pain, fertilizer of evolved feelings germinate able to
activate the dynamo of life.
Q: As we know, there are also good spirits among of Jewish People.
A: Surely, since the spirit originating from Divine Spark has seed of good,
often still in latent state.
Nevertheless, they were deeply rooted to the instinct of possession and
refused the presence of Divine Jesus and His example of simplicity. That
Lesson of love that leads to the Father, not for pride, but respect shared among
brothers. They refused to receive in their hearts the Only Being on earth able to
touch in their Christian Flame Christ of life.
As result of their refusal to Christ’s Good News, the spiritual community
known today as Jewish People, as well as the religious sects like Judaism
became stationary on the evolutionary path and still wait the extraordinary event
to demonstrate the reason for existence.
They wait in vain, also delaying all humanity, because the Jewish
community, as community-cell of humanity, historically has accumulated heavy
difficulties of karmic nature.
Ramatis, 08/11/06
02. Moses and Jewish People
After free, the people from oppressive slavery by Pharaohs and placed in
a desert under heavy weather and difficulties, soon their wild instincts

manifested and we could understand the reasons that kept them enslaved for
centuries.
I took long time to recognize my people as slavers of other people due to
not break them lazy, undisciplined and rebel nature
I liberated them from despotic enslavement and thence, they gave flow to
their instincts of destruction.
Today, to recognize this fact no longer hurt me as at the time I realized it.
I see the humanity that likewise my people at that time refuse discipline
and obedience even to the Divine Laws and Moral Code of Jesus' Gospel.
Whether this was followed, my people would have under control their wild
instincts.
Brothers, the rude nature of embodied spirits or not demands excessive
energies to direct them to right path. Even the efforts of several Beings of Light
can only rescue a few souls. Even the ultimate sacrifice of Jesus did not
transform all who heard His teachings.
Each creature is responsible for own delay or spiritual progress. The
guiltier is who despises more opportunities.
Therefore, brothers, messengers of the good, do not worry too much for
this or that rebel who falls or does not adhere to the Sublime Lessons, even
closer the Great Transition. Keep working on behalf of Christ, waiting for
changes in those who follow us, but each one in its time.
Evolution is not imposition, but conquest of each creature.
The Lessons of Jesus illuminates the path of spiritual ascension. It is an
individual and nontransferable choice to thread this road.
Large contingent of my people still wander amidst of ancient ruins,
without see the path of light, they could reach.
The loving Father supports all leading them in their choices.
The Master Jesus loves us with His Infinite Love.
Moses, 05/26/07.
03. African people - collectivity-cell of Africa
The collective-human cell designed to break the chains of crimes against
life was grouped around the African Territory. There, the continental core had
the primary conditions to receive the second step, the second cycle of
reincarnating spirits.
The first stage should be the creation of human species, with
miscegenation between terrestrial and non terrestrial beings, since, on African
soil there was the encounter of different races to which was designed to blend
gene with essential characteristics for future earthly humanity.
Heavy loading of vital energies was produced and threw into space of
that territory, creating in the astral plane, spreading fluids that later would serve
to compose another group of spirits, now more similar to human form, but still
with a strong animal magnetism.
Q: Master, as if the African continent were a spiritual cradle to purify the
human energy and to develop certain types of energy. Is not it?
A: Although still unable to elevate the mind upwards, the mediumistic
faculty has increased the intuitive understanding and development. After
appropriate adjustments and corrections, the African Continent can be
considered spiritual cradle, from where emerges edifying vibrations able to

strengthen energy flows through the human energy, the chakras, developing
them for progress and purification of the soul.
While starving, children, young adults and African release from splenic
chakra, violent aggressive character of their souls that at other times, were
factor of vile crimes against humanity.
Our objective is not defending the insane distribution of income and food
that subjugates the weakest and helpless ones to the martyrdom of poverty and
hunger. Just to clarify your still infantile minds in understanding on spiritual life
that no suffering reaches a creature, if were not carefully studied the exchange
of forces composing the soul, or measured the consequences of such
performance of the instruments of pain for improvement of creatures.
When you understand the magnitude of God’s love, you will know that no
being is helpless, and your words as a mere repetition of phrases as prayer, it is
empty in your souls, still unable to understand the true meaning of the Divine
Mercy.
The African people are suffering and purging vile crimes of past lives
and, although their voices echo as painful screams and laments, the dirt
expelled from their minds meet the content of aggression and violence reduced,
compared to other collective cells, these still disseminates the most potent
poison of pride as unlimited fury.
Water and food shortages, and the miserable poverty of African people
favors the charity, which invite other groups-cells to aid little children, women
and old people helpless and needy of all sorts of material aid.
That state of extreme poverty should touch other human beings.
It should waken the feeling of compassion that animates the soul through
the charity, elevating the spirits above the selfishness profane, as learners of
sacred altruism.
I wished that your people could understand the link between short and
long events involving groups-cells.
So much progress would save tears and desperate cries. The world in
which we live is an open book of life, where God writes to instruct you.
Nevertheless, as illiterate ones still unable to decode the alphabet of spiritual
life, and so will remain, while the appeal material dominates them.
So much knowledge has been produced on Earth, and often serves to
perpetuate the cycle of life in this area, transitory, while the cycle of spiritual life
remains restrict to small groups of beginners, not always interested in its
content. Even so, the Law of Progress does not stop, despite the negligence of
his humanity rather child in spiritual matters. Thus, prejudice prevails.
When you stop looking at suffering, as opponent, and see them only as
consequences of imperfections brought into the soul, you will understand that
your greatest opponents are yourselves.
Only when win the battle in the moral field, the healthy links may provide
communities-cells of equal health, cleaning the planetary (status) and the, the
Planet’s vibration may change by the collective effort to love and serve
unconditionally, as taught by the Rabbi of Galilee.
While is not possible the evolutionary jump through the effort and work,
the pain answers for adjustments in your still imperfect souls, pouring on you,
the balm still incomprehensible of crying.
Ramatis, 09/08/2006.
04. The Italian-Roman Community Cell

The Roman State, historically gathered in its spiritual constitution,
negatives spirits that practiced black magic to achieve their illusory purposes.
Spirits who, over the centuries invested on profound knowledge on
alchemy, palmistry, voodoo and other occult forces, affecting more and more
subsequent incarnations. They composed spiritual families that subsequently
touched by Christ’s Lessons would receive a redeeming task of making public
His Lessons and the Foundation of the liberating Church.
Nevertheless, errors of past lives still latent, involved their souls distorting
the spiritual vision of long reach, and then, impelled that community for
persistent unlawful practices seeking domination, glory and wealth.
It is said that the Italian territory contains large number of souls
engaged with satanic practices, in the basements of many temples known
as reputable churches. They pray to black crowds, while sacrificing
victims on behalf of the Beast that has many followers.
From the Roman "community-cell” also leaves nuclei feeding different
human groups throughout the world worshipping the "Beast."
A branch of the Egyptian people settled down where still follows the
lifestyle determined by karma engendered in cursed practices.
The bloodshed in that point was, for many centuries, superior that other
parts of the orb, being built in the underworld astral, powerful cities with
powerful, destructive arsenal.
The Church of Christ represents the seat of the building destined to
illuminate the human society, and was gradually purified by constant planning
by the High sending brothers, whose preparation sought to disaggregate in the
physical plane, the harmful concentrated in the astral plane. Many of them have
failed.
The Italian secret society composed into spiritual family with violent
spirits represented resource of salvation where the bloodshed would not
result from satanic rituals, which remain over there. Nevertheless is
infinitely small number of cases, compared to past occurrences.
The extreme violence of the Italian Secret Society represented the
necessary transition between the magician of yesterday and the man of lower
feelings today.
The black magician of the astral plane became the common
reincarnating man with violent negative vibration of black magic
accumulated over centuries.
For everything forementioned, the dark cloud hovering over the
community-cell Roman-Italian, a fateful omen that only rain of destructive
energy could drain completely impurities involving those spirits.
If is difficult to clean up the astral plane of other regions, in that
region, the access is restrict and controlled by the Spirituality, as only
some selected workers can support the consequences of shame
concentrated in the astral field of the Homeland Church.
Forces of Light are by everywhere, as well evolved extra and
intraterrestrial brothers try to rescue those brothers in that region. They also
cooperate with Representatives of the Catholic Church in removing them from
influence of the "Beast” approaching them through the simple and loving words
of Christ.

Nevertheless, each one has free will. We hope the dense black cloud
disappears so that the Light that restores and promotes the human spirit cross
through the portals of human energy.
Ramatis, 09/29/06.
05. Pardon and Love cease to exist
Muslims, Jews and Christians are the reverse of same coin.
They set their minds on radical and fanatic ideas that keep their spirits
prisoners of painful incarnations.
The hallmark of pain no longer awakes them, anesthetized, thinking that
the Divinity takes vengeance and then, they attack the Divinity. They refuse
ideas of forgiveness and love.
Dogma, fanaticism and religious submission continue. Forgiveness and
love no longer penetrate the hearts petrified with religious prejudice. Each
creature is immersed in its sectarian world delaying the humanity and
responsible again, for fall and exile.
The prophecies are confirmed; the darkness is painful and cruel. The
Planet responsible for guiding the humanity is without command, according to
the distorted view of many that changed the balance and common sense into
instincts of destruction that should already have mastered, since long time.
Disturbed by guilt and doubts, these brothers remain in lower frequency, as
leftists of Christ.
Neither Allah nor Mohammed nor the prophets and the saints, only
Jesus, Simple and Humble is the Way of Light and Progress. He is the Way,
Truth and Life.
Arimathea, 04/13/07
06. They drag imperfections from one planet to another!
The human imperfection is not excuse for so many insane actions and
lack of love among creatures.
The ideal of intellectual beings who work tirelessly, life after life,
improving tyranny is to subdue the others. When Divine Law through the pain
imposes them, the respect and love denied to the neighbor, the human
imperfections that justify the errors turn into "errors of the Creator, when
planned His children’s life.
Only through the same pain impinged to the neighbor, the human
imperfections become virtues.
The millenarian imperfections and deviations of the immortal soul
break the transformation of humanity to better evolutionary graduation.
The hatred creeps from one planet to another, from one cycle to
another, and, again will carry entire communities in depressing spiritual
delay to another sphere, in a new exile.
The roots of human suffering are in their soul, and are not in the
matter, the solution of cure.
Jews, Sunnis, Muslims, Shiites, Mohammedans, no matter the name
adopted, the ancient spirit rooted in hatred and revenge, through the barriers of
time and the universe are facing endless hate.
It is the manifestation of still primitive spirits.

They are unable to decode the Lessons of Love said by Beings of Light
whom they follow with wild fanaticism of violent and uncontrolled souls,
magnetized to each other by the lower vibrations.
Few ones, separately, can move forward.
They act as a "group of souls", although having individuality and free will.
They drag their imperfections from one planet to another, searching for
confronts until the extermination, if it were allowed. They are antagonistic souls
will separated to make progress.
The blindness due to the fanaticism distorts the messages of “pure love”
launched from on High among them, and so changes them into hate, violence
and death.
The eternal revenge dominates them fed on hatred. Their obtuse minds
do not want a world in harmony with higher ideals and different races
peacefully. They only think about themselves, while battles dominate their lives.
The shocks of violence did not touch their souls, only increases more
hate, anger and desire for revenge.
When are reborn in other races, they feel strange and isolate
themselves. Few were absorb new cultures and knowledge, and to refrain the
hate.
They live life after life searching for “paradise”, the “lost Canaan,” the
“Eldorado,” crossing the deserts of hate and blood, without undressing the
negative feelings, preventing them to reach the “City of Peace.” They feed the
Beast’s habitat, creating new links with abysmal regions.
They do not intend dominate the world, just to exterminate it, in vain
illusion of finding the "Treasure of Allah."
Oppressors and oppressed take turns in different incarnations and reach
the end of another planetary cycle with same feelings leading them to exile,
and, again, "scandal" forces them to painful exile.
The profound teachings of Jesus Christ and His Disciples did not reach
their minds crystallized in hatred.
The die is cast and some planet waits those poor souls.
Ramatis, 03/02/07.

CHAPTER 2 - Antagonistic Races
To go up the mountain of
renouncement and sacrifice is only possible
for brave spirits already free from the matter
and unhealthy feelings.
The humanity did not recognize the
Earth’s Savior manifested in the matter, and
those who recognize Him now, do not follow
His Lessons of love and forgiveness…
... Sufferings and pains are for
everyone, without distinction, but only the
meek and peacemakers will ascend to a
better world.
We are only one people vibrating in
favor of the planet and its humanity.
Peace must be built with fights, and
these should cease to give place to a world
of peace.
Master Maytreya, (GUWF), Festival of
Wesak, 2008

01. The Sacred Book and the Prophets
The Koran, the Muslim’s sacred book designed to lead the crowds,
directing their minds to noble feelings and attitudes, to restore them the souls
moral and spiritually, as well as the Bible has suffered serious distortions, which
instead of opening the consciences, obscured them.
The Koran, the sacred book of liberation, became one big mistake and
stagnation of souls in lower vibrations, therefore, incites hate and prejudice of
race and violence.
The Muslim sectarianism and Koran primitivism delay the wakening of
reactionary consciences and opposed to evolution.
Koran provokes the stagnation of the soul and transforms the societies
under its influence in backward, fanatic societies stigmatized by the man of the
21st century that do not follow the progress of humanity. Even though their
physical bodies also occur as all people around the world, their minds remain
stationed in fear, prejudice and slavery. Although the Hosts of Light try to break
the sectarian ties keeping them behind, communities preserve their archaic
cultures, transmitted from generation to generation closed to influence of
superior minds.
Parked in ostracism and cruelty, are fighting to impose their ideas, not
accepting, not even the peaceful coexistence of similar ideals, races sisters.
The Holy Book and the Prophets, with their messages distorted by
religious leaders of unbalanced minds condemn any initiative to progress.
The spiritual delay is hallmark of compliance with “archaic laws of
Ayatollahs" as well as the primitivism in which live with different prejudices is
practice of faith of theirs. Blindly following the dictates of the sacred books,
this is the greatest condemnation for their spirits in spiritual delay.
These reactionary religious laws not only impede an individual or a
community to progress, also countries and entire nations unable to progress
moral and spiritually, because they believe serve the true God. They are
deceived because their God is creation of sick minds of their "religious leaders".
"Religious leaders" have larger responsibility before the sidereal laws
due to stagnation of their people”
Ramatis, 03/23/07.
02. Rebel souls, antagonistic groups
Dear disciples,
I greet you on behalf of the Light.
You are great little warriors.
To uncover the veil of all that occurred on Earth since its formation, and
culminated at a time of intense negativity and violence that manifests in the
matter, it is difficult to convert into words.
We can say that wild seeds were brought here. The rebel souls in their
original planets, antagonistic groups who hated each other and made war, they
were sent to a single planet in an attempt to that living in a different world,
strange and wild, could mitigate the lower instincts not mastered in several
incarnating cycles.
Exiled from several orbs, many spirits of violent and destructive nature
arrived here. It was an attempt by the sidereal Engineers that gathered them in

one planet to drain their toxic load in a new incarnating cycle, through the
suffering.
Nevertheless, this did not occur, because did no drain most of poison in
their hearts during different stages and ages, when should develop their
physical bodies and spirits.
Many of these spirits gathered at the edge of the abyss and keep
under control several "mind control" on the physical and spiritual, very
strong entangled in webs of connections with irreversible damage to the
spirit.
They keep on and distilling its poison destroyer, pouring it on humanity
that took advantage of the stock sent from above through the Avatars that with
the powerful force of Light reincarnated on earth, lived in a physical body and
worked with all forces to reduce the mesh of hatred, violence and disaffection
that absorbed more and more the humanity.
Not even the sacrifice of Jesus neutralized most of that lower vibration.
Humanity remains connected with negative forces, transforming the "Planetary
Transition" and Apocalypse glimpsed through many famous visionaries into
painful reality to humans.
Nobody suffers unnecessarily. All inexorably linked in this network and
he, who is free, he must fight to remain free from the chains of enslaved
network of evil that involved the humanity.
At this time, the automatism is necessary in incarnations, and the
detonators of the doomsday have been activated. No more going back
and prevent disasters, the gnashing of teeth and cries hallucinating, as
humans, only in time of pain, they elevate the eyes to the High, and when
the pain eases again throw themselves into the abyss of errors.
Only after the “movement of the Earth’s axis” occur the necessary
cleanness to ensure the renewal of the Earth and new humanity, no more by
the seeds of hatred and disaffection. On the contrary, will not be allowed
exceed a minimum quota of negative vibration in order to stay in the Earth of
Regeneration. The humanity will be dispersed in several planets, separately, to
eliminate the toxic load kept active, for thousands of cycles.
The moments in the matter are insignificant. It is living in the spiritual
plane that hatred keeps active for many millennia. When incarnating in matter,
the blessing of forgetfulness brings the opportunity to retake the path
abandoned. Nevertheless, the majority does not use this chance. These spirits
in the spiritual plead forgetfulness and make promises of progress and change,
but when dipped in the meat, let once again, the bestial instinct dominate.
This way, comes the end of the humanity on earth
Margarida: Now we understand the reason for so much rebellion, hatred
and destruction on earth.
Ramatis: Our brief explanation can answer some of your questions.
We know of your suffering in the matter, but it is not the time yet to
abandon the fight on Earth.
M: Thanks brother. Bless our humble Group!
R: Little Group, we rely on your strength and faith to continue revealing
the truths that can free many people, even if the majority disagrees.
You are vehicles of Light. Remain united, confident and never renounce
Christ, because if your faith is not strong, you will renounce Him again.
I greet you in name of the Light.

I leave the Peace of Divine Jesus.
Ramatis, 02/23/07
03. Eternity has no end
After reincarnating on earth, various antagonistic races that, in their
planets of origin faced each other, here, they were grouped by affinity and
vibration, and yet have continued in confronts.
Vain attempts were made to mix them with the genes that were
magnetically separated.
Experienced Spirits came down to live with the people, by word and
actions seeking to decrease such savagery, but as love and hate irrationally,
only incite more and fights and antagonism.
They do not recognize Jesus as the Promised One announced by the
prophets that worship and still await the coming of the Promised Messiah.
When suffer very much in collective rescues, become more selective and
with preconceptions.
Jews, Muslims, Semitic, Shiites and others are "Sparks of Light"
inevitably, toward the Creator. When these souls remove their lens that distorts
their vision, quickly find the path of transformation. Nevertheless, the lens is
thick and deformed by the other view of beings of the creation and of His
Creator.
Until that vision becomes real and clearly, forcefully, will travel the worlds
of exile for various planetary cycles needed for the improvement of individuals
and communities, until they find the tone vibrating higher, which is conducive to
living in harmony and peace, to achieve the transformation and allow the light
shines in their souls, without deformation.
Eternity has no end!
At the end of the cycle, the hatred and wars are increasing among
antagonistic races.
The Beast increases its strength, but Jesus walks with you.
Ramatis, 03/02/2007
04. Keep alert the mind
Thousands of indebt creatures rescue their karma in very poor countries,
in rudimentary and primitive way of living. This way, they repay their debts to
the neighbor.
Even dipped in meet, in blessed forgetfulness, the hatred vibrates in their
inferior souls. Feelings of hatred cross barriers of the infinite, and even living in
poverty and misery, they seek subdue other suffering creatures. They are deep
roots of hatred that subdue the creatures, and even in the worst situations,
expresses feelings remained in their souls.
They provoke the worst social contrasts. The richest exploits the poorest
provoking them diseases, abandonment and ruin.
Even born black and poor in an underdeveloped country does not wake
the souls immersed in hatred and quarrels, any fraternal feeling collectively. If
they survive the misery and get to develop intellectually, the hate will incite them
to subdue and exploit crowds.
They spend precious time seeking temporal power to exploit crowds. The
tyrants of all times abused of the transitional power, often slaughtering crowds
that dominate.

The antagonistic communities on earth fail in spiritual purifying and still
face fratricidal wars in bloody battlefields.
They spread storms unimaginable to the human mind.
If you think that suffer too much in the matter who hates each other, you
ignore the real meaning of suffering. Nothing is bitter than awaken their
consciences which recognize as responsible for successive falls. Crying, they
beg relief to remorse, through the forgetfulness in the matter and regenerating
the pain, returning to the abandoned road
Until then, how many storms will cause even before the awakening? Only
the Father knows, and in him who everything can, is our future.
Sisters, persist in Goodness, in supporting the bestial attacks, keeping
vigilant your minds, words and actions, so that you go all the way. If the
planning was another, and so many committed to the Hosts of Light gave up the
work, he, who remains must wear the armor of faith and follow Christ.
Bear in mind that everyone should serve, carrying his cross,
without laments. As you advance, the cross becomes lighter, because
there are many Cyrenans to help you on the walk.
May the Light guide us!
Ramatis, 03/02/07
05. Jesus, Light-Power sustains Life on Earth
Many communities of various degrees of evolution, in several dimensions
in the astral plane, prepared to incarnate, at the same time Jesus incarnated on
earth.
They were souls psychologically ready to awaken their consciences and,
that in contact to the great strength of the Nazarene should unchain their
psychic power to the Light.
All of you were embodied in that time, even if only some were part of
the antagonistic root-race.
Beings from all over the world wanted incarnate at the same time that
Jesus, but were carefully selected the spirits to incarnate in those days.
Even people prone to acceleration in awakening and spiritual ascension,
after death on Golgotha, of the Divine Emissary, with fear and doubt, many of
those people resumed their previous position and did not take the opportunity to
accelerate the spiritual progress.
The leftists of Christ belonging to the antagonistic races that keep the
flame of discord, most still going on by the "Abyss" in inhumane conditions,
through the lands between the two worlds, still hopeful to destroy the
indestructible force of Christ.
They keep flaming the fire of hatred, religious and race prejudice. Drag
the crowds to the conflict, sowing discord and violence among other brothers.
Religious fanaticism is your weapon of control over the crowds.
They do not accept the humble presence of Christ, as Unsurpassed
Strength and Light of Life.
They keep rooted in hatred, leading the crowds to blood confrontation,
where the blood and lymph of life are abundantly poured on earth.
Jesus, meek and humble is the powerful force of infinite love for all the
brothers of humanity. His sublime Love is the Force that transforms. Light that
enlightens and sustains life on Earth.
Ramatis, 03/09/07

06. Blood and fear, food of bestial beings
Birth and death, life after life and man ignores his immortal soul. Act in
the matter, as if he had great supernatural powers to guarantee eternity in the
matter. The proud and materialistic ones, especially, taking the posture of
superman, slaughtering those who basely tare overwhelmed by their temporal
power.
The primary feelings crystallized in the soul requires long time to
dissolve, therefore, they cannot be removed abruptly, and must undergo
gradually transformation, if the person wants.
The antagonistic races facing the Earth, in fact, they do not want
consciously to appease their hearts. They feed hatred through
generations, bound by cultural traditions that keep the flame of hatred and
prejudice.
The tragedy of Romeo and Juliet not abated hatred between the families,
instead perpetuated disagreements.
In the construction of humanity, the human protagonists, mostly
rebels and undisciplined could not take advantage of the emergence of
“great leaders” Nevertheless, followed blindly and cowardly leaders
devoid of love, which associated to their souls their souls.
The conduct of life on earth is possible because a Superior Power, and
human beings, even recognizing and honoring that force, they do not follow it
and delay their spiritual growth.
There is inferior desire to shed the brother’s blood to feed the “vampires
of the shadows," that incite more and more riots and wars to satiate them. The
shedding of blood vitiates who practices and begins act instinctively. It
does not matter the level of the people on earth, incarnate, but while giving flow
to lower instincts, is inevitably driven by the "beasts" to shed the blood of the
brother of humanity.
Look at the world right now. Blood and fear are the favorite meals of
the beasts. The barbaric crimes destroy peoples, and the most enlightened by
the Gospel are terrified before the barbarism of "End of times."
Whenever the Greatest Nations face each other in the physical
plane, or a powerful nation invades another weaker, it is because already
finished in the invisible plane, all attempts of Light to avoid confrontation
on the matter. If fratricidal wars occur is because the man, despite fears
the light, feels satisfied with the Shadows.
The religion that blesses the deadly gun is not the religion of Christ,
but the Army of Moloch that treacherously deceive men. Nevertheless, the
conscience is free to follow any path and humanity has been choosing the
dark paths that perpetuate hatred and make wars.
Jesus Christ was born in Palestine, not perchance. He was born within
the more violent, dissident and ferocious region to reduce the impacts of
violence that would culminate in more negative and destructive actions against
the humanity of “end of times."
If Master Jesus had not disseminated His Words in Palestine, the
massacres today would not occur because those brothers, since long
time would have been destroyed, by themselves or by other beings,
always driven by shadows of Abysmal regions.

Great evolved Being engaged with Christ, for several times, were born
there, in order to lead them to another direction less violent for those
communities, but all failed, because the roots of evil grew dangerously in the
hearts of antagonistic communities.
There is no more time to stop the evil controlling the humanity at this
stage. Only in exile, the creatures my change themselves and give up the
revenges invading them the soul.
Many people on Earth who have already achieved a degree of
awakening, they believe that only through positive thoughts and collective
prayers may reverse the chaos of “end of times”. Perhaps this could have
been possible if most of humanity practiced Gospel of Jesus.
Nevertheless, nowadays, only a small number of creatures believes and
actively works to free the humanity and planet, from shadows.
It is not enough edifying thoughts sent to suffering ones, but effective
actions and, above all, the practice of unconditional Lessons of Jesus, of love
and pardon.
The timer shows that you are at the doors of the Earth’s vertical
axis and the end of "Empire of Shadows." Many of you would like to know
about this “End of times,” but you are not prepared yet, even to know of
yourselves.
To you of limited mind, the destruction is approaching the end, however,
for us; it represents the beginning of New Age of Light.
The "Antagonistic Races" determine important manifestation of the
shadows, because facilitate their insidious emanations spread over the surface
of the earth.
Ramatis, 03/09/07
07. They inhabit the Planet of Jesus and not recognize Him!
In an arid land with abundant minerals, (like petroleum), the creatures
have to fight against the weather.
The despotic minds of the "drivers of souls" demand of the community
subservience, obedience, almost enslavement with almost primitive Laws,
Scientific delay and abuse of power.
There are severe punishments for small errors.
Those rebel spirits from “antagonistic races” were grouped in these
places and conditions, through the difficulties to unite in favor of communities
and development. However, failed to overcome the differences in overall
benefit and came to the 21st century in full delay spiritual and technological.
Their minds are crystallized in reminiscences of hatred brought
from their planets of origin. Unable to set the start point, the source of
separation, they think the hatred came from Prophets; however, the hatred
began long before they landed on Earth. These spirits are fallen, exiled from
distant planets.
They used to hate one another and the addiction is so rooted in the
soul, they cannot stop it. After sending continuous thoughts of revenge
and apartheid, they created so much hate among the most hardened souls
that, today, seduced by the “Darkness” became suicide bombs, driven by
the folly and madness to seek the salvation of their souls, through the
enemy’s blood.

Their minds stopped in a distant past fed on religious fanaticism, through
the allegories of enslavement, with paradisiacal heaven and eternal hell, like
house of horrors for everyone who does not blindly follows their dictates.
The brothers cannot liberate their minds of the fetish priests of the
Ayatollahs. They will be spread out over different planets, so that the negative
forces that dominate them are weakened and then, they activate the thoughts in
new direction.
They inhabit the Planet of Jesus, and do not recognize Him, as
Force of Love and the only Path of renewal.
Ramatis, 03/16/07.
08. Negative thoughts and feelings created violent form-thought
Near to the "end of the planetary cycle", the negative astrological
influences, the presence of the Intruder Planet and insidious vibrations of the
“Beast” becomes more intolerant the coexistence of antagonistic races. It
attracts to itself other dominant nations, hungry for power, able to
dominate any nation on Earth, through the wars.
The inferior thoughts and feelings issued for thousands of years,
created above those people a violent "form-thought” of lower vibrations,
which is continuously fed, making impossible any attitude of the Hosts of
Light.
That "form-thought" has generated a strong negative magnetic field,
which keeps the chains of spiritual and material delay of those people, attracting
the eyes of pray of belligerent nations, and no more will be in balance at this
time in which you live.
Neither Jesus, with His Special Power of Love awakened their
consciences. Moreover, no one else will do it. If it remains, as a nation is due
the Master’s Positive over there to prevent the Negative Forces able to destroy
them completely sweeping the planet
On Earth renewed, no trace of their presence will remain; even the
vibrant echoes of their negative feelings follow them towards exile.
At this stage, in which you live, the floodgates of balance were broken,
and the co-existence even with superficial tolerance ceases to exist. Leaders
who acted with an iron hand to contain excessive violence, no longer
exist on the matter and, without a minimum force to control their
murderous instincts, fight and destroy each other daily, until the complete
extermination of some more violent races.
There is no injustice of God, because the chances offered by the
Father are equal for all, there was a willful refusal for their spirits to join the
Light of Progress. Again, they will be exiled.
Visiting the Middle East, we have seen a suffering and tearful, but faithful
to religious teachings, without questioning or rebellion to follow their dictates.
Their faith in following the strict religious laws is sincere and is precisely the
blind and fanatical faith that, again, put them in evolutionary disadvantage. As
immortal spirits, remain parked in lower regions, unable to advance to other
planets in better conditions.
They go to exile, with the same ideals that arrived here. Few brothers of
this sectarian matrix won evolutionary barriers; and they work tirelessly for the
liberation of their people under the yoke of low vibration feelings.

Jesus takes care of all, unconditionally, however Arabs (Muslims) and
Jews did not accept the Divine Master Jesus.
Ramatis, 03/23/07
09. Dominators and dominated take turns in the matter
The network to which we refer is the intricate network of tangled hatred
connecting one person to another, liking entire communities, and these to
human beings from abysmal regions.
Ties of hatred kept in interdependence of inferior and bestial feelings,
hardly will be broken still in this planetary cycle.
Dominators and dominants take turns in the physical and spiritual plane;
where nourish and sustain all perfidious net that keeps them connected for
thousands of years. They are so connected with lower vibrations to survive that,
few ones who wake up and try to avoid that negative force; they must exert
strength of will and faith, so that the shadows do not drag them again.
The constant issue of hatred and desire of revenge keep active the
negative vibration.
Those brothers into similar groups will be transferred to exile, in different
planets.
Sisters, prepare for other storms.
Peace is with you!
Ramatis
10. Slaves of fanatic religions
Throughout the world, the evil dares subdue human minds and hearts.
In antagonistic races like Jews and Muslims, the hatred passes
from generation to generation through the wildest groups. There was no
deviation of negative soul or vampirism among them. They are negative souls
that do not allow changing their destination.
They are greedy beings and, since the beginning of modern centuries
were contaminated by “Darkness” and manipulated by the “Beast.” They lost the
control of inner actions and direction of their lives. The death squads have
gained strength. The fanatical terrorists have established schools, which recruit
children to form citizens of apartheid and full of hate.
They are sailing in rough seas, in moonless night and the rudder
drift.
No more, discern which “Lord” serve. Since long time, their words of their
preferential Deity mechanically repeated lost the meaning, because of hatred,
domain of power and imposition of ideas have occupied time and mind of theirs.
The heart is numbed for feelings superior, nationalist or global.
They are slaves of fanatic religions imposing them rudimentary life and,
require their blood. They arrive at doors of "planetary transition" in total control
of negative forces, despite the religion control their lives.
They ignore the “higher vibrations” that could tame their rebel spirits and
lead them to goodness and universal love able to free their immortal spirit from
revengeful and cruel God.
They follow the beast that encourages their lower feelings and vile
intentions against the brothers of noble ideals.
Deluded follow to exile.
One day, unavoidably, will find the Light of Progress.

Eternity has no end, just a planetary cycle is finishing. The followers of
the Beast may inhabit another planet similar or inferior this one, as part of
billions and billions of planets of the Father’s Infinite Universe.
Blessed be the Force of Light! Blessed be Jesus!
Arimathea, 04/13/007.
11. Jesus decides our future
The Beast easily has interfered on the antagonistic races. They bring
inwardly the hatred that intoxicates each cell of their souls. The Prophets who
sought comfort them, and divert their minds from negative vibrations, failed to
remove the fixed idea that hypnotically, keeps active the "flame of hatred.
The Religious Leaders also hypnotized by Evil, feed prejudice, apartheid,
hateful feuds and bloody confronts.
They will be lost in eternity, in search of evolution.
They go to exile, in various planets so that, separated, repair the soul
immersed long time in imbalanced vibrations.
Their spiritual constitution is committed, whereas the interior light cannot
expand. They need of millenarian purification until are ready to follow the Law of
Evolution, learning love and forgiveness.
The Beast, deeply committed with the Creature’s fragile and complex
psychic field, which has infected and made imbalanced, it will follow so long
dark and cruel way of regeneration. The eternity waits it.
Jesus is the Light to comfort the Beast which future depends on Him.
Andrew, Peter’s brother, 06/22/07.
12. Jesus is always with us
Once, we were happy in the Presence of the Master. Great sadness
overcame us, before his tragic death because, in our soul still pure, did not
understand why so much human wickedness.
Under His sweet presence, we longed for sweet communion with the
Highest Spheres, and involved in His power, we wandered the streets of towns
or dusty roads, uncomfortable, with little food, but happy to be with Him.
We could not imagine even the "dark force" that incited the
unsuspecting people to destroy the Source of Love manifested in the
flesh.
It was a great shock to our souls.
Even today, His sublime lessons issued by His sweet and gentle Verb
are recorded in our souls: “love God above all things and the neighbor as
yourself.”
How should we forgive our executioners? We asked. Even frightened to
occur with us, the same suffering and torture, never have we hated or rebelled,
because, despite His physical absence, He was always with us to strengthen us
in that hour of supreme anguish.
Nowadays, we understand that great "antagonistic force" that
disturbed and manipulated the people, as if were puppets, it is the Power
of Darkness hidden and subverted as love fed on disorder and rebellion of
creatures.
That “antagonistic force” that manipulated crowds against the
Being of Light, Christ, continued inciting the people against the Divine
Laws and, through the human society, has been touring the millennia,

building dark regions to the delight of their followers, and torment of
enemies.
That creature, thirsty for blood shed and chaos, sooner will lose its
power, because the Divine Law governs the earth and throws it away from
this planet.
Rooted in a large extension of the East, that creature continues to
influence the people in that region. Its negative domain spreads on earth,
especially on those people with similar vibrations.
In the midst of people that, since exile have been fighting hardly,
identified the point where to construct its empire. Settled down, it has been
spreading its corrosive and destructive poison hindering the Forces of
Goodness, to influence positively the creatures that easily answer its appeal.
Its domain occurs through the “flame of hatred” feeding brothers of
similar races and cultures, leading them over incarnations to fratricidal
battles. The hatred and the blood shed are ingredients used to enslave the
people.
At this apocalyptic time, we come to meet you, Beast, to lead you to
regeneration.
Do not think you, Beast, will inhabit in another planet to suck the vital
energy of creatures and dominate their hearts and minds. No longer will you
interfere against the Light that involves you, even if you disagree. Hereafter, you
have your forces and actions weakened. The human soul is already corrupted,
and independently of your presence, rejoices in moral and spiritual variances.
Many will follow you, no more to enslave other brothers, but will be subdued by
force of time on planet as dry as your heart.
Unless you are pitied of yourself, no one can do it for you. The Divine
Law and the Law of Cause and Effect drag you to exile.
On that hour, the Apostles of Christ, as arms of God help us and, we
throw you away from the planet that deserves to get rid of the cancer that you
are. Our weapon is the Love of Christ and your strength no longer surprises us,
now; you will be surprised by us.
Go ahead, brothers, in the name of Jesus Christ! Let us free our Earth
from the yoke of darkness.
In those days, all followers of Jesus are on earth sending vibrations,
interlacing the hands in prayers and fights, through the restoration and liberation
of the earth and its primitive and foolish humanity, from the yoke of evil.
Those who sincerely love the Lord Jesus never have been away from the
planet, and from the complex connections among human creatures. We always
act to awaken the souls from mistakes, illusion and wrong path. Unfortunately,
this humanity continues worshipping Barabbas and crucifies the Master.
Jesus is always with us.
Hail Christ!
Andre, (Peters’ brother), 06/22/07.
13. Die in the matter and awaken in exile
Do not think God abandons the people of the East.
Many Beings of Light approach the brothers who are killing each other,
inconsistently, immersed in the lower vibrations.
Hypnotized by feelings of hatred and prejudice are closed to the sweetest
vibrations around them.

A small number of souls in that arid region can feel the vibrations of light
touching their hearts and messengers of the Father guiding them.
Most of creatures arrested and magnetized to each other by strong
ties of lower vibration, will die in the matter and awaken in exile.
We would like that people of the East that felt the Sublime Power of Love
in human form, had awakened and regenerated, but eternity is something
immeasurable.
After some planetary cycles, those brothers will try to return to Earth of
Regeneration, but perhaps at that time, the Earth will be already Earth of
Evolution.
The future belongs to the Father who knows all and in to Him, we give
our brothers lost in darkness of their inferior feelings. Only in His arms of pure
love, they will find the strength to overcome inner afflictions and then, return to
the Father's House, as regretted prodigal son.
Lord, my God, guide these brothers!
Hail, Jesus!
Peter, the Apostle, 07/20/07.

CHAPTER 3 – WAR IN LEBANON/2006, (INVISIBLE PLANE)
All of my life on earth, together with
evolved spirits, they taught me the essence
of progress: humility. To serve is love without
words.
To aid is protect with love.
Study is to recognize itself as limited
and lacking in love.
Work is act with conscience in the
direction of progress. Think and change.
Chico Xavier

01. Greeting our team GESH
Peace is with you!
Your swords are set for combat.
Go fighting fearless to free the world from the yoke of the Beast.
I am with you; I am in Heaven guiding all of you.
Commander Ashtar Sheram, 08/19/06
02. I am with you
You come opening tracks of light amidst of darkness and conquering
Superior Beings removing of your astral bodies, the thick, sticky layer that
keeps you unable to fly higher.
You have also conquered fierce enemies.
Go confident, because I am always with you. I am the Flame of Love and
I will bring you to My Heart.
Nothing and nobody will stop you, while acting in my name.
Free your brothers and children from the darkness.
I am the Love. I am in you. You are in me.
Sananda, 08/19/06.
03. Guidance for our performance
You will be in the battlefields for 30 days. Retake your diet. You will
compose two groups fighting. Reduce stress in daily fights; intensifying it in next
battles.
May Faith guide you! Facts and strange events, which appear, must
be shared properly.
The group of “Infernal Beings" daring to stop the Workers of Light must
be defeated. You are called for a dangerous task. It is true that, better will be
the warrior who succumbs in battle, holding up the "sword of light." Everyone
who passes away to spiritual world; they will be rescued to be restored in the
spiritual plane.
Margarida: My brother, do you mean that different work, which our Sister
noticed last Saturday, is the same you are explaining now?
Yuri: Yes, during the month (August of 2006) of your calendar, you will be
in astral travel, not as usual, but a different job, because the density required in
the battlefield must be similar that in the material plane. Thus, the technique of
enfoldment should ensure the presence of your bodies in two places at once,
with maximum load of vital energy and will run risk in that confrontation you are
going to participate.
M: Will be called other Groups around the world?
Y: All who are able to face the bad creatures; but unfortunately, we
only count on few terrestrial warriors, and even those called, we do not
know how will react in the face of negative energies contained in that
battle.
Q: Is it the final battle?
Y: Not yet. The Beast, as a warning of its existence, prepared those
beings emerged by paths opened by bombs and other explosions of war. It is
message of its cruel purposes to terrorize us and destroy everything as obstacle
to its empire of darkness.

From High spheres, the Planetary Christ follows up everything and hears
creatures connected with divine forces. He prepares the warriors, the place
and, again, radiates forces of Light for all humanity on Earth.
Although the majority disagrees with us, we go ahead fighting.
M: Thank God!
Y: The arrangements already started. From your side, any annoyance is
only detail, compared to the task you must perform. Avoid wasting energy at
home or at work. Cultivate peace in your intimate, the atmosphere of your fight.
Any vibration less worthy issued will strengthen the enemy who can reach you.
Ingest liquid, at least 3 liters a day, healthy and allow the circulation of
vital energies in your body.
That stage is very important. Every day, you will be monitored in
elimination of toxins, which are many, and, if accumulated by the lack of fluid in
the body, cause damage to the physic bodies.
It not time yet for you pass away to spiritual Plane. Thus, take care of
your bodies, as important tools of work on earth.
As I said, food is only to strengthen the soul, not the body. All traces of
animals should be eliminated from next week (August 1, 2006).
Drugs of all kinds, representing chemical substances unknown by the
body, also should be suspended or avoided.
Reinforce the daily contact with edifying energies, through reading,
edifying conversation and mainly work in favor of others. Work hard is essential
for spiritual redemption and victory over the Darkness.
After fighting, we meet you again, bringing the second stage of work.
I am at disposal for your questions.
M: Master, could you say about the trips scheduled to launch the book?
Y: After finishing the combats, I will let you know. As I said, the technique
is extremely subtle and, through this period carefully monitored, you should
avoid excessive efforts, including trips and exchange with other Groups with
dense vibrations. Those anxious for knowledge, even unconsciously, will intend
suck so much the salutary energies.
Send your energies to Beings of Light to face “the children of the Beast”
from abysmal regions thirsty for human blood, suffering and fear.
As we said, after the battles, we will meet you again, bringing the second
part of labor, about the publication of this book and others.
M: Brother, are we working satisfactorily?
Y: Yes, we should not have called you to this strong and final battle, Light
versus darkness, which option is the victory, because with us is the Power of
Love of the Master Jesus, the Divine Creator of our dear Planet Earth.
M: Thank, Brother, we are very happy to perform, within our possibilities
and vibrational level we have now, the tasks required.
May God bless us and, whenever possible, come to meet us!
Y: Finally, you should undergo spiritual treatment and preparation at this
Spiritist Center, only once, at the beginning of the fights next week.
May Jesus, infinitely good and fair guide us!
I leave you in peace. We remain with you.
Yuri, 07/27/06
04. The Tunnel

I saw our group arriving to work in our Spiritist Center, as was on Friday.
From a room in GESH, in single line, we went downstairs toward the basement.
It was at night when we left our physical bodies.
We arrived at some place, perhaps in Lebanon in war, where had many
injured people and ruin. Our team aided many of disembodied spirits. I think this
will be our next work, during the diet period. I saw some papers on a table,
perhaps symbolizing a new book.
In new meditation, I saw our group, at night, returning to Spiritist Center
GESH, as it usual on Fridays. We entered quietly to perform our activities, and
while waiting the other companions to complete the group, Shama Hare told us
that enemies of "Light" thought we were in our habitual meetings. They had no
idea what was going on.
I asked him, who built the tunnel and he showed me starships of the
Ashtar Sheram Command. Our bothers of stars used advanced techniques to
built tunnel linking from Spiritual Center to East, in astral plane. The entire
tunnel is wrapped with a special substance to make it invisible to our
adversaries.
He showed me a panoramic view where I could see the tunnel
connecting Vitoria to Lebanon. Downstairs, at the end we found cars or wagons
similar the fastest subways.
The subway led us as far as another place and then we went until a room
of an old building destroyed by bombing. The place was prepared for the job.
The room also seemed covered with same substance to let it invisible. The
place chosen seems abandoned by offering risk to people and no one
approaches there.
An "emergency" was placed to collect all the spirits that could be
rescued, in a discreet manner.
Parallel to the work of transfer the disembodied spirits, of people in war,
we fight too. Superior Brothers planned the battles, as follows:
When there are a number of beasts on the roads or portals opened by
bombing, Beings of Light surround them in an area transformed in a battlefield.
When a high density is allowed to the Soldiers of Light, the fight begins. At
meantime, our Group gives up the assistance and begins fighting.
After returning our Spiritist House, some patients are brought on
stretchers on the wagons, like cabins, not too many. A team of the House was
already prepared responsible to receive them follow them, while we restored
our energies. We returned to our physical bodies sleeping in our homes.
I asked why had not larger the tunnel for better transport of spirits.
Shama Hare explained that all that work was secret for not draw the attention of
negative spirits of Darkness.
From the top, I saw the infinite ocean and a light, almost imperceptible
across the continents. It was the tunnel, our way.
Clairvoyance, 08/03/06.
05. Working in the astral plane of Lebanon
Clairvoyance: I see an entire city, houses and buildings that suddenly
are bombed and turned into ruins. Smoke floods everything. Horror! Screams!
The bestial beings come to collect some souls and put them in a cage.
After they went away, we see us coming and collecting other spirits
ignored by the dark beings. They were under ruins of homes and buildings.

Hunters from darkness looked for other spirits. They saw us carrying the
wounded, but thought we were embodied spirits and went away.
August 5, 2006
06. Still on War in Lebanon
Know that the tasks of much activity require mental effort from you to
fulfill the actions established by the High.
We are almost concluding our work with Christ, in that region in war, but
the short time we have, it requires same seriousness and care that the previous
one.
This evening, the Medical staff of the House change devices implanted in
your body so that you face the fights and assistance properly. We recommend a
special bath to harmonize your spiritual and physical bodies.
After the combats and activities of assistance, considering the reality in
which you live as incarnate spirits, we recommend an extra effort to remain in
your place, whereas the task is very dangerous and requires from us
dedication, sacrifice and faith in Christ.
Even though, your material minds cannot reach and understand yet, in
your minds, the Divine Spark vibrates with next work, and inwardly, you know of
the serious time and importance of task we are going to fulfill.
Keep calm minds. You are always protected until the end of this month,
of your calendar. It also ends the intensive collective work on earth.
When your bodies return daily routine, you also return ordinary life in
food, travel to other places and daily contact. When another task comes, again,
we will let you know.
Tonight, the Spiritual Medical Team will assist you. You should fall asleep
before midnight to receive them. They will assist you with spare parts in your
bodies and renewal of energies. Then, from tomorrow, you can restart fighting
and fulfilling the assistance work until the end of this month. After this, you are
temporarily free from the diet.
Margarida: I wonder if will have enough material to another book, and if
this work on Lebanon continues.
Shama Hare: This work commanded by Master continues.
Margarida: thank you. What could you tell us about the trip of our
companion?
SH: We already presented the guidance at the beginning of the work. We
only increase that, it for short time required from the High for concentration of
energies and work in favor of humanity. Yet, we remain with you, as
messengers of Superior Spirituality, guiding you, sure that you are free to make
choices.
We must inform you about this complex task, which requires individual
and collective efforts. Up to now, everything runs well and so we hope all the
way, because any interference could be dangerous for you, as embodied spirits.
We know the reality of life in the matter and the difficulties you are facing
through the anonymous service to others. Even so, the difficulties we shall face
are minor, compared with expected results and obstacles to overcome in the
spiritual plane. We count on you, but we respect the freedom our Father gave
us.
M: Brother, what was the impact of the book “supplicant Hands” in the
spiritual plane?

SH: The strength of the work provided much comfort to spirits prisoners
that deeply touched by lectures and other talks, never had they imagined to be
unveiled all over the world, that reality in filthy cells. As bath light, these
creatures receive the energy and of the work and in their hearts like fresh hopes
for a future human dignity not as a dream, but reality.
The workers are very happy, after concluding one more task requested
by the High. The higher spheres spill on us blessings that strengthen us for
purposes of good, love, and charity. Finally, those engaged to the work feel
renewed and happy.
M: Thanks be to God
SH: We hope Jesus infinitely good and fair remain with us.
M: thanks brothers for your fraternal presence. Glad to see you!
Shama Hare, 08/18/06
07. Concluding the task in Lebanon
Clairvoyance: I see a group of warriors coming from the battlefield. They
have the cloths dirty, torn and have their arsenal lowered. I received the
following message:
Warriors return to your places. The return was very tired. The lack of vital
energy is evident after long combat. Even so tired, they are happy to assure
accomplished the Purposes of Good, through their hands.
Immense spiritual peace cures wounds, anesthetizing the results of the
body-to-body combat.
Mind and heart equally happy, return their daily routine, men and women
that temporarily with blessed armor of courage and love, took their positions in
the army of Christ where served unconditionally.
Now, they have time enough to recover themselves, after facing rebel
spirits and assisting suffering beings.
New tasks come, as soon as you are all right again.
Blessed are those selected for the Army of Christ!
Blessed is the Love that teaches us to serve!
Greetings,
Ramatis and Shama Hare, 09/01/06.

CHAPTER 4 – EXILE
The planetary exile occurs based on
automatic Law of affinity, and even among
the beings parked in evil, daring to subdue
the planet and humanity. Even who has
dominated the majority of humanity, when
the Planet reaches its superior dimension,
through the merits of evolution, executioners
and victims of darkness are vibrationally
thrown away, want or not.
They are thrown, united or not, to
planets of vibration compatible with their
vibrations.
Allan Kardec, 08/30/08.

01. Born, grow, die, reborn, always progressing, this is the Law
Countless opportunities of incarnations have the spirit to progress, but
very often refuses to follow the planet when this reaches the Law of Progress.
The spirit then will incarnate in another planet.
When rebel souls voluntarily keeps in delay incompatible with
development reached by the planet where inhabits, the same Law that governs
the entire Universe and creatures, send that soul to planet compatible with
his/her degree of evolution
The Universal Laws, Law of the Creator are legible and must be
practiced by all creatures.
Even so, humans often invest on power without have merit, and ignores
the laws created for growth. Thus, park in inferior degree until decide to take the
right road. My Brothers! “Love God above all things and your neighbor as
yourself." This is the Law.
Allan Kardec, 06/29/07
02. You are closer a new dimension
On the horizon unveils a new dawn!
Few beings agree about the end of cycle, and minor is aware of few
hours they still have.
There is an intense movement of incarnating and disincarnating beings.
The disembodied spirits concluded the term offered by Divine Providence
for the elementary school and the scores dictated by their actions will allow
them live New Day on earth, or starting a new planetary cycle, in exile.
New incarnating beings face the last examination. They incarnate
anxious for renewal. Exposed to the vicissitudes in the matter, they must exert
effort to ensure a good score at the end of school life.
Countless candidates seek reincarnation, but are limited. In Caesar's
world, better are the opportunities of material improvement than spiritually.
The Sidereal Technique, gradually, has been selecting spirits unable to
incarnate on earth, and send them to preparation and exile.
Souls bound to compulsory exile, afterlife, they are placed at certain
areas, where the sidereal technicians prepare them to materialization of bodies.
Later, are transferred to psychosphere of new orb, where will reincarnate, for
cycles necessary.
Candidates to reincarnation gradually increase, because of difficulties of
finding couples able to welcome spirits of lower vibration and tormented by
secular vices.
At same intensity of incarnations and reincarnations, there are brothers
"devoid of vibratory conditions” sent to incarnation and prepared to planetary
exile.
The brothers of "abysmal areas" may suffer spiritual watchfulness
in the astral plane where will live, without passing by chambers of
deprogramming in the same astral plane. Their morphological and
psychic conditions highly changed do no require intermediate
reprogramming.
In proportion to the error, creatures answer for waste blessed opportunity
to progress in the matter. Integrated to the global environment, they should
strive to improve their indebt spirits reducing the karmic debts. Even so, they

neglect the laws that grant them the incarnation, by devaluing life and rooting
even more to deviations in the journey.
All over the world, there are purgatorial zones, collectively, in the material
plane, especially, in some countries and continents, where creatures in debt to
the neighbor, whose acid remorse corrode their souls, they incarnate in
forgetfulness in those regions to relieve the consciences. If suffers in the matter,
worst are the purgatorial regions where the indebt beings must drain their
toxins.
Men change places into "purgatorial areas," such as, fratricidal
battles, awful points of torture, addictions, abortion clinics and, halls of
cruel genetic experiments. These purgatorial points created by humans
are increasing all over the world.
In lamentable spiritual condition is the humanity of new millennium!
Brothers, review your lives in this area, so that you keep vibrationally
compatible with Jesus, because the selection occurs rapidly, you agree or not.
Christ's Army work hard in the invisible plane seeking the reorganization
of the Planet that is reaching its "new dimension."
All creatures are invited to awaken and to have "ears to hear and eyes to
see” the awakening of New Age.
Margarida: I ask him about the conclusion of the book.
Ramatis: It is impossible to disseminate the entire program at once. You
receive drops of light, which you must join and turn them legible to other
brothers.
Ramatis, 06/15/07.
03. Falls in search of shortcut
You arrived at beautiful young Planet Earth. Now you meet the Intruding
Planet.
On earth, amidst of fights and suffering, the planet and humans reach the
end of evolution.
Now, new dark ages of transformation, constructing a new being in arid
planet.
Terrestrial brothers! Use your intelligence on the Creator who gives you
physical body, life and house, to progress. See His Laws and practice them, to
reduce your delay and sorrows.
If matter seduces you, take advantage of this short space of time, you
still have, to practice the Divine Laws, Universal Laws, not abandoning the line
of progress, since the fall, in searching for shortcut delay your steps for many
planetary cycles.
You ought to aspire to the celestial planes, but the lust drives you to
hellish places. You will be subjected to eternal ice ages, while worship the
matter.
My Brothers, free yourselves, practicing love and you will see the
splendor of Christ, the Redeemer.
A Gardner of the Space, 06/29/07.
04. Rebellion against Divine Laws no longer is allowed!
We greet you on behalf of God.

The Intruding Star acts strongly upon incarnate and disincarnate spirits. It
expands the inferior “SELF” dominant in humans, and no longer disguises the
hypocrisy. Thus, the masks fall easily, exposing their distorted faces by
intemperance and vice, latent in their intimate
Thus, among humans spread lack of decency and morality and, their
instincts no longer suffer any form of control or moral contention. The intrinsic
force exerted by the Intruding Planet disturbs the fragile men’s will
exposing them, daily, to attract “negative beings” also free from abysmal
regions by the Intruding Star (Hercolubus).
Hercolubus does not have very evolved inhabitants able to invade the
Earth, as some visionaries imagine. It is a primitive planet, which aura of strong
primitive magnetism touches deeply the creatures intimately, loosening their
fragile resistance in order to give flow to primal instincts connected with
Intruding Planet.
Even if your scientists did not agree yet, or simply ignore such strength,
the Intruding Planet is already strongly liberating vicious instincts, latent in the
creatures and, responsible for the chaos resulting from lack of control.
Scientist who judge themselves experts at high technology, environment,
as if they were unique intelligent beings on earth, in fact, they know nothing,
they are the most ignorant beings.
Any creature that has already wakened in itself, the discernment of the
love to the neighbor, can recognize the delay of the humanity on earth. Your
fights, quarrels and daily troubles to others, quickly reveal your spiritual
inferiority.
That is the trademark of delayed people. To evolve, you must change
the wild instincts into love to the neighbor. You are selected by vibrational
degree and then, exiled.
The presence of the Intruding Planet impels you to remove the mask of
hypocrisy, often against your will, but the pressure of the Intruding star is
stronger than the will to continue hidden.
People on earth, for thousands of years, you have misusing precious
opportunity to pay your debts with Divine Laws, but rather, you come increasing
it largely, and reaches the end of time allowed to remain in this world. You may
suffer too much into exile.
We have been following you toward your new home. God, the Creator
sends His children to inhabit houses compatible with their moral and spiritual
progress and, since they deserve inhabit in a better world.
What have you done to the planet offered you for your progress? You
have only destroyed it with your greedy actions, and did many enemies among
your brothers in humanity.
How would you be forgiven, if your refuses to forgive?
How could you want love, if you refused to love?
Why do you beg mercy to God, if you did not thing about His children?
The gnashing of teeth will be your inheritance, and the exile, your prize,
as result of the iniquity practiced.
We sorry announce to you, humanity, that the presence of the Intruding
Star revealed your true face completely deformed. The rebellion against the
Divine Laws no longer is tolerated.
The planet opens its floodgates and throws away the aggressors. You
wish peace to comfort your pains, which you cannot afford.

Blessed is the Earth as school, prison and hospital.
Now, the beautiful planet wants to become New Land.
Gardeners of the Universe, 06/29/07.
05. Imprisoned, sleeping or simply lethargic, came to new address
Clairvoyance: I saw the Medical Staff of GESJ taking care of our astral
bodies at night. They exchanged the "armor" and gave us invigorating bath.
Then, we entered in a room where was the Master Shama Hare who showed us
a map with strategies about the combat. Next message:
In ancient times, edifying thoughts were formulated about the family
organization on earth.
As you know, the fallen souls left their orbs, because, until the end of
their planetary cycle had not understood about the unconditional love.
Imprisoned, sleeping or simply lethargic, were gathered and sent to new
experiences in another world.
In fact, exile differs from evacuation. The Architects of the Space do not
intend to throw into incarnating cycles, souls in need, without special
programming for evolutionary journey. The Universal Law says that the
Evolution occurs through wakening of conscience and responsibility on
everything existent on earth.
Thus, no worker of evolved spiritual degree can neglect their
responsibilities dictated by love to others, purified over millennia, leaving their
brothers without spiritual learning.
Being this way, all exiled obtained through the Lords of Karma,
opportunity to see their karmic registers analyzed, compared, researched and
organized, so that, gradually, the spirits were gathered, as spiritual families.
After contact with them in the spiritual world then, began the purifying
journey. So much work has been done in that intense period, when in the
physical plane, the animal species still kept genetic constitution, the human
embryo.
Strong conflicts confirmed them still carrying so much magnetic fluids of
rebellion and dissatisfaction; therefore, those beings ignored the gratitude and
still insisted in considering infamous their status, as prisoners of a new orb.
Rebel spirits who kept since that time, deep dissatisfaction that made
arrive on earth without the recognition of the planet, which would be, from that
moment on, their mother in the matter.
The body of flesh was forged from minerals of your orb. The new housePlanet became refuge and later school, been rejected by many, while others
received as a new chance.
The Earth’s physical configuration determined the territory for fallen
souls, being many of the rural and inhospitable places to receive hardened and
cold souls. In the first educational effort was the material toughness, the master
of the man-monkey and only, gradually, recognizing to tame their rebellious and
violent temper, humans began seeking pleasant places to live.
In fact, the entire planet has magnetic fluid sprayed by souls emerged
from space. At the same time, the territory should receive a human group
responsible for impregnating them with the fluidic energy that their
psychophysics constitution forged over time.

Men belong to the Earth that created them. Even though, the material
eyes cannot admire the umbilical connections between the earth and human
beings, they exist and exert strong ethereal- magnetic influence on creatures,
helping them in purification.
Ramatis, 08/19/06.
06. They lost the chance to inhabit the Earth Renewed
Since remote times, missionaries and prophets predicted the current
dissolutions for this humanity of “end of times.” Humans did not take advantage
of opportunities offered by God Almighty to chance the events established and
announced so far in advance.
In the astral plane, spirits free from material body, even those who
promised to take the spiritual redemption, after reincarnating, the instincts
cultivated for thousands of years began dominating them. Nowadays, they try
more and more to satisfy their instincts and then, fail to take the path of
progress.
Master Jesus and other Beings of Light came on earth in order to
awaken most of humans already mindful of their vicissitudes and able to
participate of Celestial Banquet. Even so, they preferred to follow the
“Beast" to another planet compatible to their merit and vibration.
Yet, there are those who, inwardly, are able to awaken before the end
then, deserve new chances in this planet.
Brother, if you are not among those able to remain in this Orb, struggle to
deserve it, practicing the Gospel of Jesus, so that the suffering does reach you.
I leave you on the Peace of Jesus.
Joseph Arimathea, 04/13/07
07. We come in the name of Jesus and Master Ramatis
Those simple people who lived at that time of Jesus, embodied spirit, and
felt deeply touched with His sublime words, no longer are on earth.
For that region where Jesus was born, lived and died, migrated many
fallen spirits guided by good spirits.
There, they incarnated linked by millenarian spiritual ties gotten in
planets from where they were exiled. They brought their wild roots to this planet,
still in its formation.
After the arrival of Jesus in that area, other wild groups still came to
purify their lower feelings in those regions full of edifying energies of the Lord
Jesus, but did no absorb nothing. Since then, began fighting, feeding
apartheids and hatred.
Separately, they formed similar groups that still fight with each other
The strong antagonism reflected in the astral plane, attracting more and
more, the beast that feeds itself with fury of lower feelings of those people.
The antagonist brothers no longer can break the uncontrolled violence
spread disastrously.
They know that, without union of efforts, some of them will disappear.
Unfortunately, they know that is not possible to stop the uncontrolled power of
hatred and revenge
The Sidereal Engineers and the Masters of the Great Universal White
Fraternity answering for destiny of the earth, very often sent to those groups,

evolved souls to break them the hatred, but failed the attempts, because that
ancient negative force built in that extensive region, no longer allows the
presence of light.
Those responsible for the delay of those people go to exile.
The Beast (Dragon) and partners no more have chances to
dominate negligent beings that will inhabit a dead world unable to avoid
them the exile. There, for many planetary cycles, may drain their negative
vibrations until beg for Mercy of the Father.
Poor fellows who still hurt other peoples, they are going to face
unimaginable suffering. They had more opportunities than deserved to change
themselves, and lost them.
Darkness and madness waits for them.
Jesus guides all with His infinite Love.
Jesus is the force that sustains us.
Jesus is Love and Light.
The Medium asks if he was Joseph Arimathea.
Answer: Yes, I am here in the name of your Master Ramatis and Jesus to
share with you these words.
Brothers, the Power of God guide us.
Blessed be Jesus!
Joseph of Arimathea, 04/13/06.
08. The Flame of Jesus remains on the Middle East
In regions where is concentrated hatred, strife, conflict, revenge and war
among brothers, the astral environment is suffocating for sensitive people.
In the Middle East was created in the astral plane “purgatory Cities",
where inhabit "beasts" that feed on that environment, contaminated by bad
feelings.
The bodies of incarnate spirits either tumble in the physical or astral
plane, because their minds have created false paradises, where worshipped
inexistent creatures.
After violent death, they, very often arrive at invisible plane, in terrified
condition and become easy prey to creatures of darkness that require their
blood and energy, as an offering.
Their minds ignore and are unprepared to avoid bestial attacks never
imagined.
The rotten astral bodies multiply, because the creatures are unable to
react before the awful scenes right against their spiritual eyes. They remain
where have fallen and think to die on that hour.
Oh brothers that ignore they had not served the Creator, when were
embodied spirits? They distilled hatred against the brothers. Wake up! They are
puppets of shadows. Their "Priests and Spiritual Guides" feed their negative
feelings and making them fragile, before the fury of Darkness.
The Christian Flame of the Master Jesus remains on, and the Middle
East still exists due to its extraordinary Strength and Power. The Beast knows
and spills even more its fury in an attempt to extinguish the flame that never
goes out: the love of Jesus Christ for all.
The Middle East already punished by bad weather, it holds strong
warriors, however, deceived in their honor. They think serve Allah, but remain

associated with Beast, deluded as their Lord, but aware of the negative feelings
increasing in their hearts.
All follow, and many have followed for new exile. Their eternal souls can
take the memory recorded, the iron and fire, hatred cultivated in their hearts
against brothers of humanity. They will drain the toxic load in painful exile, until
they are able to retake the road of progress.
How many planetary cycles will travel to wake? Only the Father knows
and assists them lovingly forever.
Ariadne, (a friend of Venus) - 05/04/07.
09. They do not tolerate the idea of forgiveness
My Brothers,
I greet you on behalf of Light, Love and Peace.
The journey on earth is full of obstacles inherent to each creature or
community to overcome them.
No human being is free from difficulties imposed by the karmic Law.
Unfortunately, the beings of "end times" have sought to stop the storms
of atonement and tests, avoiding the pain that cures seeking only the pleasures
and material goods. They only postpone and increase the storms they will face.
Many communities on earth seek to retake their ancestor’s primitive
culture, or create new methods incompatible with human intelligence, as a
source of progress or selection of the strongest ones. They legalize
criminal abortion, drugs that provoke vices mental disorders allowed,
ingestion of physiological increments as method of beauty, cannibalism
of discarded fetuses and other innovations. Everything exploited in name
of progress, modernity, fetishism, narcissism, vanity of silly, decadent
and immoral beings.
The exotic Muslim people remained closed to cultures of the East and
West culture; therefore, in a vision of the religious fanatic, God must be
worshiped by means of extreme sacrifice and renunciation.
Kept under strict fanatic discipline, unable to expand their mind and body
in accordance with global development, were forced to direct their minds to the
enemy of their God, of their cultures and prejudice. They encourage separatist
feelings through hatred and strife of sects, thus externalizing the stagnant
energy in their physical and spiritual bodies.
If those fanatic religious had invested on culture, music, Art in general,
they had led the people, originally rebel souls, but of easy domination, to
change their primary and disordered feelings, free from trappings and bellicose
actions present in the world, nowadays.
They remained in primitive degrees of social-economical-spiritual
evolution, since were encouraged in their decadent feelings.
Great guilt acquired the Ayatollahs and Religious Leaders that shaped
them the collective character. Many planetary cycles will be necessary to
restore the collective balance that have manipulated, until their spirits achieve
balance and progress necessary.
Even though, in the spiritual plane, they recognize the worst conditions
imposed upon crowds, under their responsibility, when reincarnated to new
opportunities, as political-religious leaders of same people, failed due to
inexperience of remaining faithful to the redeemer program or, because had

their steps broken by immoderate violence by their followers. No matter how,
but has failed all attempts of peace and fraternity for those people.
Dominated by antagonistic feelings on races and religious sects, their
spirits are equally conditioned to hate the brother of race and sect different. In a
distant planet, they must renovate their minds from negative feelings imprinted
in their rebel and fanatic souls.
At end of this planetary cycle, they dare to fight toward complete
extermination.
They seduce the Antagonistic Forces to their bellicose and suicidal
intentions, but do not tolerate any idea of forgiveness.
They are disturbed, whereas, only struggle to impose on others to
follow sects and to worship obstinate “prophets,” of remote times.
My brothers, Beings of Light want help the Middle East’s people.
They try to identify in each heart, the flickering flame of reason different of
fanaticism, because will be selected into similar groups to different
planets in order to restore their sick souls, as eternal souls.
Poverty and suffering will reach them along of great transition and, we
read in their hearts that, the more pain, more rebelliousness and hatred, less
chance to awaken them. They have hearts are immersed in hatred and
prejudice, without space for forgiveness and love to the neighbor, other than
those of his race.
They attract crowds of spirits, hungry for slag drained from their inferior
feelings, strengthening the Beast’s followers fed on hatred and distill the poison,
which keep them attached to primal instincts of hatred and revenge.
Kings and queens of ancient times, as important bloody leaders tumble
due to the power of hatred dominating their souls and so, they creep in either
the material or invisible plane, dense and heavy by anti-Christ feelings
cultivated.
In the Middle East, dark and decadent fields form their astral field.
Castles and other medieval fortifications form cities in obscure regions.
Neither God nor Allah abandoned them. They simply do not know to
pray, without worshipping two different Lords, God and Mammon.
Their criticism does not offend God almighty. Nevertheless, the
inflexible Law of Karma destroys their instincts, sending them to
appropriate correction in painful exile.
To fall again is inevitable and necessary to their rebel souls.
Jesus visits all with His Sublime Love, however many brothers are
immersed in hate, and do not feel His sweet presence.
Ramatis, 06/08/07.
10. They will be exiled.
Humans ignore the immortal spirit. Along of incarnations attack each
other, forget God as "support" in their minds.
Spurred by pain, fight back with hatred.
Immersed in abundance, the greed made them crazy.
Humans only seek material things and become slaves of wild instincts,
due to lack of love.
"To each one according to his works and his labors," said Master Jesus.
In the global journey there are many spirits failed before the Superior
Plane, because value the matter and neglect the appeals from the Spirit and

Superior Entities. They want material benefits and then, wake up in the spiritual
world, prisoners of Beasts.
My brother, the planetary journey, for unwary ones, is close to the end.
The Spaceship Earth throws away those who hurt it, and no more, return with
filthy garments.
Jesus Christ calls for your wakening and change. Do not postpone more
your progress. Remove the mask of inconsequence, and activate the dynamo of
love, which is anxious to emerge in your heart.
Sooner you will be in exile, as new address, amidst of shady roads and
wild animals. Those who refuse the Light, or feed the darkness, they will not
have a happy future.
Only Jesus Christ is the winner. Love Him as He loves us.
Hail Jesus! Hail Master Ramatis!
Hercílio Maes, 08/19/06.

PART 2 - THE ABYSS
My brothers, forgive those who
offended you.
Forgive; we all need to be forgiven,
because at some stage of our existence, we
also hurt someone.
“Love the Lord with all your heart and
your neighbor as yourself,” said Jesus.
This humanity has been neglecting this
basic lesson for several existences.
Ranieri Matias (a Protecting Spirit of GESJ)

CHAPTER 1 – BEASTS DEVOID OF GOODNESS
... Torrents of catastrophic events are
approaching the planet, a natural
consequence of human actions against the
nature.
Humans may feel the consequences of
their non-human, bestial and irresponsible
actions. They throw hate into atmosphere;
rejoice in issuing low vibration enriching itself
with pestilential emanation of pain of the
brother. All the revelations sent were not only
to awaken them. Only many catastrophes will
interrupt their destructive actions
Earth ends in this dimension and the
humanity will be exiled.
Andre Luis, 08/22/08

01. Beasts pursue missionaries of Christ
The hateful and distorted spirits from abysmal areas compose similar
groups in communities, where inhabit hatred, disdain for life and violence.
Attracted by abundance of foods with low vibration, those spirits drag
crowds, increasing more and more the hate and violence. Even cities of the
lower astral, where inhabit imbalanced spirits, effective obssessors of embodied
spirits, are devastated by uncontrollable gangsters from abysmal regions.
The imbalanced energy emanating from embodied spirits, as well as
thoughts and actions of low vibration attract immediately the Beast where there
is only damage to the planet and its humanity.
The hate is increasing and the contentions become bloody wars. The
bellicose people activate again the flame of power, seeking the glory, through
the enslavement of other peoples. They use the man’s advanced technology to
decimate people in the name of supposed high ideals of other nations.
They open craters in the astral plane, closer the Earth, where emerge the
bestial creatures from abysmal regions, under the command of the Dragon,
hungry for harmful energy to feed them.
They are magnetically attracted on surface of earth by human vibrations.
If those creatures followed the Gospel of Jesus, never would feed the Beast.
Beasts are devoid of non-human feelings and, even the famous Dante
Alighieri, who had been in abysmal regions, he dared describe.
In total disarray, thirsty or hungry for blood, they attack, in unnecessary
revenge due their long stay in darkness.
Only the creatures humble in action and thoughts, will escape from direct
action of beasts.
These beasts hunt the followers of Christ. Only those with sincere desire
of self-renewal and, practicing the Gospel of Jesus will escape from pernicious
vibrations. On the contrary, will be the Swords of Light of Jesus' Warriors to
break their degrading actions on the embodied spirits.
My brothers, the abysmal regions will be emptied, and majority of
embodied spirits will face some disaffection still existent there. If you are not
evangelized, the beasts will drag you for tenacious suffering, still as embodied
spirits.
They suck your energy and increase the violence, since they feed on
human ignominy. Only Jesus is the antidote for you.
Ramatis, 09/01/06.
02. Providing assistance in abysmal areas
Clairvoyance: Luis Sergio tired and older is arriving. He sits in front of
me, and speaks:
Visiting a region in the inferior astral, at the bottoms of dark regions,
where we used to visit activities under the command of Christ, in helping the
poor ones, we were astonished until accommodate there, despite the intense
training we had by evolved Instructors and Disciples that used to work in
regions like that.
The Instructor noticed our discomfort, as well as other pilgrims, what was
expected when someone enters, for the first time in such atmosphere never
imagined, and he make the place seems like summer resort.

Our Instructors said that we were just near the village of habitual bad
creatures. These beings would not see us, because our contribution would be
help spirits rescued by other workers of Light that were going ahead fighting,
defeating the bad spirits and protecting the suffering ones.
Thus, our task was precisely to rescue some souls under our
responsibility, since our devoted brothers had rescued the majority and sent
them to various aid Colonies to which friendship and fraternity linked them.
Each group connected with certain spiritual Cologne had been rescued,
or waiting for Rescue Parties of GESJ. Provisionally, I work at the Colony
Servants of Jesus. While waiting, they receive First Aid at the Hospital of
Campaign on that place.
At each step toward the abysmal regions, more anxious were our hearts.
We connected more and more with Jesus, begging Him strength, courage,
determination, so that great love of our hearts emerged toward those souls
enslaved in darkness for long time.
Our group was small, because we were beginners in that activity. The
instructors said that the group of rescued had nine suffering souls who no
longer identified as male or female, such degradation perispiritual presented.
The instructor encouraged us with such explanation.
As neophytes, let us pray, since we offered ourselves to this task offered
by Divine Mercy, in some colonies of the astral plane whose workers had
experience in rescue in dark regions.
As we advanced, the air was more suffocating in total darkness, where
we could see only with our "spiritual eyes” and, we sought to activate our
“internal sensors” after singular training.
We dressed special garments for dense atmosphere in or order to avoid
damage, of difficult repair in our astral bodies.
After all, our psychic balance was essential to continue the task
recommended by our instructors, guides and friends.
We remained connected with Christ.
There was not time for conversations or questions before that task and
area carefully monitored. Nevertheless, to stay there was more different than
we imagined. The atmosphere was full of lower vibrations, and we should
remain vigilant in order to avoid imbalance.
We remained praying silently.
We left that village of darkness and the atmosphere changed more and
more when we advanced carefully amidst of shaky and slippery ground.
We stopped at frontier of dense dark forest. The Instructor warned us
that our destiny was beyond those misshapen and frightening trees. He asked
us to redouble in strength, our sense of compassion and love to the neighbor,
because many of those trees that emitted moans piteously, they were
human perispirit in total suffering led by perverse minds, to remain in that
condition due to their rebellion against the Laws of God. It was not yet the time
to help them, however the Creator who knows, intimately, each of His children,
he had not abandoned them.
The time will come to be withdrawn from such abject condition to retake
the path of Light. Good Spirits take care of all suffering beings; and the "Eyes of
God" follow up everything and all creatures. (Read “the Abyss from Ranieri –
Editora Boa Nova).

We made a short prayer to the Creator to sustain us in the task we
should perform. We also begged to Master Jesus involve those suffering
brothers with His Infinite Love.
Feelings of peace and love involved us. We entered in a strange forest
where suffering screams crossed the atmosphere and reached our hearts. We
kept our minds in Jesus Christ.
We cannot describe our feelings before those strange trees that once
were human beings like us. Intense compassion and love from our hearts
involved those brothers.
We do not know how long took us to cross that dense way, when,
suddenly, the trees were left trees behind and a dark desert appeared ahead.
Yet we went always confident of the Presence of Christ guiding us, when
appeared a huge cliff ahead. The instructor warned us that down there we
would find the bale wanted, kept by Guardians of Christ.
We went down with difficulty the steep walls of the abysm, and my mind
began to question how we should return with precious bale. The Instructor
lovingly said, trust and go! We should focus all our attention on the descent,
without questions, or doubts about the return.
With the mind connected with Jesus, the Divine Friend of all hours, we
went towards the steep slope. A little point of light guided us. The Instructor
going ahead asked us to pray to conclude promptly the task started.
We stopped to recover our energies and pray.
Again, we received the answer from sublime regions when, a blue light
flooded that dark place and involved all who were there, rescuers and rescued.
We noticed that the place had suffered considerable change. The
impression we had was that a tractor had prepared the place where Beings of
Light had improvised a “Hospital Campaign.”
We went to the point, where we should rescue souls.
Many anonymous, brave Beings of Light looked after those deformed
creatures that were placed on stretchers, covered with white sheets, while were
in restless sleep.
We did not recognize those beings, as humans; however, our hearts
emitted feelings of pure love towards them.
Workers wrapped with love, happily embraced us, as if we were their
best friends, not as neophytes that we were, in fact.
There was no time for long conversations, however, with gestures more
than words; we approach the suffering brothers. Each one had a millenarian
history of gradual decline, life after life, of their astral bodies. It was not the time
to know it.
We looked at our instructor with a question: how would we transport our
precious bale, carrying those brothers.
Suddenly, from the High, appeared a Light, similar a helicopter. It was
small ship with a portion covered and another part like something already seen
somewhere. I do not know to describe it.
The covered portion was for patients and the other party, the Rescue
Parties.
I did not see the pilot of that transport exclusively for rescue in abysmal
regions.
We said good-bye to our new friends and, on board, we returned
carefully with our patients.

We left them near to exit of the Abyss, where would receive edifying
energies and then each the surface, without damage in their astral bodies. They
would not support immediate transfer to surface, after long time in the abyss.
The Army of Christ is powerful. Skilled hands received our sick brothers
and, after necessary hygiene, they were placed in cabins for long treatment,
and only then, would be transferred to any Cologne and later to exile.
Yes, my brothers, all abysmal creatures will be exiled. They have
not yet conditions to incarnate on earth. First, they remain centuries in the
astral plane of certain planet, until drain the dense and lethal energy
adhered in their astral bodies, and become able to take some primitive
body to start the way back to the Father's House.
Again, we are here, after our tour of learning. We recovered ourselves to
continue this work, because after the training and lessons taught at this House,
we are able to work with Christ.
I am speechless, but I know that another body of mine was in the
abysmal regions, with full awareness of the astral body, which you can see it
very tired now. Everything is new to me.
I imagined having large knowledge. Now, I am sure it is nothing
compared to what I still need to know.
I want serve to Christ with love and devotion.
I am investing on studies to serve Him.
I greet you on behalf of Jesus, thankful for blessed opportunity of working
with the Planetary Christ.
Luis Sergio, 08/25/06
03. Abyss ceases to exist
We arrived at vast Abyss where had an inhospitable "ghost forest". From
there we set off seeking the habitats of the bestial creatures connected by
black, invisible ties, more specifically with prisons.
That was the beginning of our task for destroying the obscure
connections between Abyss and surface of earth.
Terrible Beasts command that territory, where keep thousands of souls
enslaved. Some of these had been in the surface and returned to abyss.
I asked our Instructor if they had been incarnate on earth, and he did not
answer.
In prisons, they had their deformed and enslaved spirits used for terrible
obsessions. Our first step was to break the pernicious ties among them.
The second step, the most important work today, is the "habitat of
Beasts” linked with regions in war in the Middle East. In both cases, to free the
prisoners and defeat “man-beasts” slavers.
The Abyss contains vast region with connections throughout the Earth’s
surface.
Thousands of spirits live there, and others, even not living, they
have deep connections with inhabitants of that place.
In the Abyss, the Beast or Dragon is essential, which will, intelligence
and ferocity expanded frontiers exploiting other beings. All creatures there,
voluntarily sought that interference, more or less, when let its primitive instinct
dominating them.
Those connections between Abyss and surface are present throughout
the world.

Recently, after opening of dimensional portals connecting the surface of
earth on those abysmal regions, the bestial creatures that mentally subdued the
embodied spirits, now, transit easily between both worlds. They improved their
power sending "armies" to pursue humans, in open opposition to the Nazarenes
(workers of Master Jesus) seeking to dominate the entire Planet Earth.
While sending their dark forces to surface, they empty the Abyss. Deep
roots should be removed for total cleaning, even through hard battles against
those bestial creatures.
The Beast mindful of having its Army reduced, very angry, it sends “the
worst servants” in order to keep it dominant.
At “end of times, the surface of the planet has its vibration too low
increasing the hatred, which seduce more and more bestial creatures to
abandon their millenarian habitats, and, at the same time, contribute to spread
negative vibrations throughout the planet.
Since remote times, the Sidereal Engineers invested so much in
psychological projection on earth and its inhabitants.
Many of those there should not be there anymore. Unfortunately, the
rebellion against the Divine Laws kept them for longer periods in contact with
lower vibrations, affecting deeply their psycho-spiritual morphology.
The abysmal areas cease to exist. Everyone who inhabits there will
face hard troubles in other planets compatible with their current actions.
Blessed Be the Light! Blessed be Divine Master Jesus!
Paul, 08/11/06
04. Supreme Beings accelerate the cleaning of the abyss
God almighty allows the Light that pours from High, intensity of Strength
and Love concentrating on the hardened hearts immersed in the darkness of
evil.
My brothers, intense fights occur in the abysmal regions for helping
brothers completely devoid of human feelings. Their bodies do not resemble a
perfect human being created to progress. After removed from slavery
crystallized in vice and hatred, for long time, they are unable to recognize
themselves, or agree that Beings of Light sincerely want to rescue them.
Others, through fierce fights and already swallowed by infinite hatred for
life, serving the "Beast" thirsty for lower fluids to keep them connected to the
abyss. It does not matter the condition of humans, whether slave or lord, will
abandon that place, which ceases to exist after removed the beast from earth.
Those that stay there by force of gravity, they will be magnetically sucked
by "ships-laboratories" and, after changing their astral bodies, transferred to
another planet compatible with their evolution.
Supreme Beings accelerate the cleaning of the abyss, because they
want rescue more creatures before the collapse and destruction of the Abyss.
With those supreme beings work few ones incarnated for that purpose and
need of rigid purification in their physical and astral bodies. Despite of various
Spiritist Houses overcrowded, few ones face rigid discipline.
This small Group has traveled the path of the redemptive work in
abysmal regions. With us, they work, help, struggle and suffer to rescue our
brothers from that place.
Go ahead! The Planetary Christ looks after us.
The Masters work with us and Jesus guides us.

Blessed be Jesus!
Paul, 08/11/06.
05. Most of terrestrial people will be exiled
Brothers, the world of Caesar seduce the creatures to worship material
goods, the sculptural physical body, hypocrisy and immorality. Humans no more
get to adapt to the "superior moral laws" saying to be "old-fashioned". This
unreasonable attitude joins to inferior creatures that, like shadows, dominate the
inhabitants of Earth of both planes of life.
Jesus loving emanates from His Sweet Presence, the Love for all
creatures on Earth. Even so, the majority of humans do not absorb them
because created around them strong armor.
Most of humanity go towards an orb of less or similar vibration. A
small number will deserve inhabit the New Land and, a smaller number
humans will return to their original worlds.
Creatures do not fail because of divine determinism. Each one is
responsible for the construction of own happiness or unhappiness
through the free will. Even so, they prefer the beast, which offers them a
wide door of matter and pleasures, than the narrow door of spiritual
ascension.
The sacrifice of the Lord Jesus was not in vain. Love surpasses hate.
Darkness does not remain in the presence of light.
I greet you on behalf of Jesus.
Paul, 08/11/06.

CHAPTER 2 - PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS
There is no injustice. There is correction
for wrong actions.
It is not for man judge, only help.
Man must bear in mind there is always
a chance to abandon the mistakes and then
find the solution.
Rochester

01. There will not have better days on earth
Clairvoyance: Energies of the Master Jesus floods the environment.
I see him around us.
Firstly, His image becomes fire and floods around the world. Next, the
same image of fire becomes water, and then becomes wind involving the entire
earth. Finally turns into chaos.
Water, wind, earth and fire invades everywhere at the same time. It was
an awful scene!
Everything is completely dark. I hear screams and I see mad people
running from one side to another.
I hear a loud and vibrant voice saying, “Humanity, your time is up. You
will feel the weight of your rebellion.”
Everything was very intense, fast and strong. I was very worried and sad.
I cried.
I was already with my companions, when I felt the presence of the
Master Ramatis, whose words I transcribe as follows:
Disciples, despite the larger storms and disappointments you face,
believe in Jesus and continue working in His Name. The work is your
redemption. There will not have better days on earth. Peacetime is over,
since the human beings thirsty for power; they changed from comfortable home
to vile actions imposed by their inferior instinct.
Destructive storms, uncontrolled by human hands and minds, planted by
ancient rebellion against the Divine Order flood the entire orb.
They could not keep themselves kings and queens forever, because the
physical body is perishable. Even today, human beings ignore such reality
seeking the temporal power to feed them on illusory pleasures, even
condemning their souls to eternal painful exile.
Collectivities face one another; since wars begin at home, next, invade
neighboring countries and finally throughout the earth.
Your millenarian spirit faces the last moments on earth. You will be
rightist or exiled leftist. There is neither an intermediary term nor third option.
Doubts put you immediately as leftists, because without faith, the "Beast", who
commands the Darkness will reach you.
Jesus Christ is only winner. He, who doubts neither did learn nor
changed himself and may repeat the primary school in another orb.
Be ready, because the enemies look for adversaries of past lives.
Imbalanced crowds face the adversaries, confounding them with each other;
such is the similarity of feelings and lower vibrations among them.
Those already evangelized, struggle for self-reform, face the
enemies with the sword of justice and faith, not to destroy them, but to
“rescue souls” from darkness, ignorance and mistakes.
Do not fear, he, who has faith. Christ looks after all and waits for you to
follow Him.
Injuries are inevitable, but falls no longer are allowed. Only who
carries His cross will reaches the Light.
Take part of the Christ’s Army. We are many workers trying to rescue the
Planet and all humanity from the yoke of darkness, inferiority and primitivism.
My Brothers, let Christ guide you. Only He has the medicine to cure your
sick soul.

Blessed be Light! Blessed be Divine Jesus!
Ramatis, 02/23/07.
02. He, who does not serves the Light, he serves the darkness
Sisters, take advantage of peace you have to absorb in your souls, the
source of light that pours from the High.
If was not the primary instinct of evil contained in man unable to
dominate it, peace and harmony would be among you, and the planetary
transition would happen in the way that some illusorily imagined.
It is nonsense! Peace, fraternity, union and faith are noble feelings of few
hearts on earth. The majority only thinks about themselves and usually do not
emit edifying vibration that could be useful for the planet and humanity. They
only want satiate their instincts of destruction and accumulate perishable
material goods.
They sail amidst of storms and only think about themselves, never about
the suffering beings.
They appeal for Saints to solve their inner afflictions and, when solved,
they forget completely the divine plane, not worrying about afterlife.
Indifferent to other suffering brothers, but only thinking on material and
social life and then contribute to spread of the evil on earth. In fact, who is
indifferent to light, even unconsciously serves the darkness.
Thus, the humanity builds their self-destruction through the darkness.
The negative beings are where can dominate and absorb energies to
strengthen them. Thus, blind and unbalanced, the human being goes toward
the end of a planetary cycle, which defines new directions for the eternal spirit.
We hope the Divine Force touch and awake them.
We do not know the time you still have, but it is not long time. Enjoy it
and do not crucify Christ again.
Jesus guides and blesses us.
Nicanor, (Disciple of the Master Ramatis), 03/02/07.
03. The flame of hatred destroys creatures
The creative source of life continually supplies energy of all the
Universes and creatures.
Men pass by live unconsciously ignoring the goal of own existence that is
to transform them into pure Light of Love vibrating in superior planes.
In the bloody clashes, thousands of human bodies tumble or are maimed
by bellicose artifacts created by other human minds also created to progress.
Men ignoring the Laws of God that could emancipate them from the yoke
of matter, they still cultivate hate and revenge, which is going on for millennia,
perhaps coming from other worlds, and heated on Earth, despite change of
house and clothing.
Through their minds of hate, they pour the sticky bile to feed other
creatures of destructive power, and far surpassing the knowledge of the
poor men of the matter.
The vast concentration of hate at the same point, for a long time,
allows the creation of cities and dark empires adjacent to the astral plane
attracting the hideous creatures of the Abyss, and becomes the favorite

refuge of the Beast who sees with eyes of greedy Beast, the endless
"source" of deleterious energy essential to its life and followers.
Many humans have fallen in the bloody battlefields. Those that after
violent death are saturated with hatred keeping them vibrating with hateful
creatures, these will catch them to be enslaved and used to tenacious
obsessions, or to feed their "macabre experiences.”
No innocent falls in their insane hands. There are not innocent incarnated
at this hour of great violence on Earth.
Those that fall, but have their hearts free from hatred, revenge and
prejudice that generates hatred and violence, they are invisible to negative
beings and are rescued by thousands of servants composing the Army of Christ
always aiding our suffering brothers.
The flame of hatred consumes the creatures and spread rapidly,
destroying everything in which touches.
Poor human beings who overvalue life in the matter, not realizing how
subtle are the gaps constituting each embodied life to the immortal spirit.
They believe to be invincible supermen thinking they are immortal in the
matter. They lose valuable time to make progress in disputes that delay the
journey and invest on fierce battles in the future.
The cruel and insidious war revered by men servant to matter, and
contrary to the Light, it is invention of the darkness to feed their insane habitats.
Greedy for power and dominance, they will inhabit vast realm of
stony until drain out their warlike cruel spirits from lethal poison
dominating them. Thousands of human beings will face "weeping and
gnashing of teeth,” until their bodies vibrate in Light again.
Blessed be Jesus!
Yours Master,
Ramatis, 08/19/06.
04. Negative thoughts, words and actions feed the astral garbage
My Brothers, may the Peace be with you!
If you could glimpse the astral plane, you would be sad and surprised by
the huge amount of larvae and miasma living there.
The human vibrations through the thoughts, words and actions constitute
the environment around the creatures. Negative feelings and actions attract and
feed the astral "garbage,” multiplying the miasmas and larvae producing
diseases in the material plane.
We are not speaking of larva planted by negative beings, but by
embodied and disembodied spirits.
Humans do not need of larger efforts to clean up the atmosphere in
which live. It is enough to control the harmful thoughts that often think is
“normal”, such as lust, envy, jealousy, megalomanias, rage, hate, revenge, and
other anti-Christian feelings and attitudes.
It is increasing the contamination in the astral plane involving you due to
the emanations from sub-astral planes facilitated by humans of "End of time."
Then brothers, instruct you to maintain healthy body and soul.
The saturation in the invisible plane is such that has facilitated the
actions of “dark beings” against the embodied spirits.

The contamination of cities in the inferior astral described in the Spirit
books, now spread over other invisible planes of Earth, due to imbalance and
unpreparedness of people, as to spiritual things.
The number of “False Prophets" and their vile intentions multiply,
attracting the ignorant beings anxious to get rid of their torments. There is
association of vibrations and feelings between negative beings and embodied
spirits that stimulate what is negative in the intimate of these ones.
Vibrate in love. Practice the Gospel of Jesus to maintain purified the
atmosphere around you.
Blessed be the Light! Blessed be Jesus!
Ariadne, (ancient friend from Venus), 05/04/07.
05. Every human life is precious and must be preserved
Peace has no plural, because no Nation lives peacefully, while one sister
nation is in war. There is not satiation of hunger in the world, while has one
starving creature.
When we understand the simple unit that makes you, human, we will
know that above us, Only One God commands, and has no reason to kill the
brother in His name.
Every human life is precious and must be preserved. Every bloody
conflict results from human moral and spiritual delay.
There is not imbalance of population among animals and, even so, there
are natural mechanisms that incite people against each other.
They are artificial, the reasons that instigate brothers against brothers,
sick minds of fundamentalists, whose purpose is to drain the intense load of
aggression repressed over the centuries of domination.
The Law of Karma, without possibility of errors, join slaves and lords, for
the reckoning that comes at right moment, for drainage of the negative load,
accumulated by that people accustomed to crime.
The inferior spirits find in
physical body, the possibility of expressing their negative vibrations and so,
feed on despair, fear and blood spilled of embodied spirits.
The foolish ones still believe that over the pain reaching them, there is a
fair cause. In fact, there is a cause, less noble, to destroy the humans, to
subdue the earth and its physical and astral resources.
Fair is only the Divine Law that, independently of larger or lesser degree
of human understanding, it allows the vast seeding, while determining the
painful harvest.
Peace forever!
Greetings,
Ramatis (i.e. Kuthumi), 11/10/06.
06. Empty Life
The international community of various human nuclei, composed
collective cells, formed collectives, whose trajectory occurred connected by
Cosmic Laws.
People that now enjoy the tranquility resulting from social welfare, have
reached such a stage, after purification of the bellicose, magnetic load drained
on he matter, through the wars and bloody conflicts, historically known.

The increase and improvement of unconditional love should have
followed the purification of warlike instinct, however, attached to the dense
matter, such collective-cells remain disconnected from the creative impulse of
life, and therefore, neglecting the Laws of God.
As were not enough crimes against life, on behalf of an advanced
culture, they moved away from the sublime vibrations of “good spirits," painfully
establishing connections with profiteers and mercenaries of space. As result of
the negligence spiritual foresight, people grouped in those countries are
considered unable to progress, and in general, are strongly magnetized to the
matter.
While living on earth, they enjoy pleasures afforded by excellent political
regimes, social and economic systems. Nevertheless, after-life, they face with
unmanageable nonsense in their lives.
High rates of suicide have these countries, because, even before the ill
catch them, the dense cloud that hangs over such "human groups", affects the
astral field of embodied minds, spreading the nonsense that grows where lacks
the sublime love to the neighbor.
Young people and even children, not finding meaning in life, come into
moral and spiritual degradation, putting their vital fluids in the hands of clever
minds at service of Darkness.
It is true that material progress is the staff development policies of
the nations, even more certain that all people throughout this planet
surrender to their status as immortal spirits, and include in their
developmental concerns, the creature’s moral and spiritual conditions,
without which, no peace is possible in the world.
We have to fight to win, but, first, we need to understand why, how and
when to fight and serve.
Jesus is the Commander, and God, the General, to whom we serve in
this combat of forces that soon will undertake its definitive battle, renewing on
Earth, in areas impoverished who went to exile.
Netherlands, Switzerland, Canada, Germany, Scandinavian
Countries, hallow nations, empty men, afflicted spirits and empty life.
Renew, renew, renew! .
Ramatis, 11/10/06.
07. We are simply brothers
Fraternal greetings!
We are a team. From our hearts start threads of energy connecting us
and allowing the formation of vast spiritual family, of which you are
distinguished representatives.
No more shall we separate, since, by choice, we meet and maintain the
bonds of brotherhood that feed our spirits with the nectar of life: the loving work
in favor of others.
The fraternal love, symbolism abandoned by the ignorant ones, now,
retakes on its true sense, among those tired or sick by the impacts of life, they
understood that the oasis of true love is the only possible refuge for hikers.
Secrets of Nations disappear. Masks fall revealing the true essence of
whom used them, and finally, this humanity, at this end of times can worship the
spirit.

Nevertheless, how many people wish understand what is happening in
the world? The more painful the reality, more the childish, selfish, sick and
feverish minds flee from reality toward tortuous paths of terror.
Terror of drugs that violate their bodies.
Terror of selfish vanity, of wanting only to himself or herself, what God
offered to everyone.
Terror of pride that makes much credit to them merits far from having.
The fanatic terror kills and destroys the sacred human condition.
Nevertheless, many creatures amidst of the angry mob and impelled by
passions, stand out, by a sincere desire to vibrate above the inferior pattern of
the humanity.
Every day, they keep their routine, but their minds are seeking, wildly,
explanation about the emotions and events going on, not only with them, but
also with communities in which live.
It is for those speechless ones, for those thoughts that beg for answers
and are looking for a place in this world, apparently without connection, we
wrote: we are those who already sent cries of impatience with the human pain
and, like you, we beg to God explanations for the human destiny.
We are the ones going through the ordeal, as you today; we understand
the meaning of life is not where we want to put it, but where the infinite wisdom
planted it.
We are those who come to meet you today, to speak of lessons learned,
hope and renewal that come sooner.
We are simply brothers whom, going forward, lovingly stop waiting who
stayed behind us.
We greet you.
Ramatis, (i.e.Kuthumi) - GFBU, 08/04/06
08. Life beyond the stars
While considering them of high intelligence, scientists stay in the
comfortable illusion and leave unnoticed countless data able to corroborate to
immaterial reality of life.
Not only philosophical aspects, but also technical and pragmatic
instructions from abstract mind constituting the body of knowledge bound to aid
your humanity in building a world of progress for all humanity.
Against aphorisms, there is no wisdom able to reject backward and
inconsequent conceptions.
Although the minds grow fully through the disciplined and repetitive
exercise of cultures mutually built, the hearts fall asleep dominated by an
authoritarian reason dictator of determinist truths. Arrested by the raw reality of
cold minds, hearts get sick by deletion of the Flame Creator, which heat could
expand, promote beyond the human reason, a transcendent understanding of
life on earth.
Thus, there would be healthy opening to the communication and the
contact with Extraterrestrial Civilizations around you. However, thinking as
superior race, the evolved communities in the world fall, sharply, empty of
restorer affect.
The warnings come to notify people by different means. Religion calls for
communion. The spiritual friends spread orientation and hope. Nevertheless,
self-sufficient creatures give little attention to what is going to be around. They

are immersed in their little worlds believing there is nothing beyond their lives
and, voluntarily attached to their egos, like a little flee that believes there is
nothing beyond its little hair attached to the body of the dog. If are removed
from their world, they will see the huge universe to explore and to experience.
Thus those who only think on intellectual knowledge as only meaning of
existence, they lose the possibility of immense spectrum able to provide them
detachment and faith.
Dear friends and brothers, enlarge your lenses in favor of your progress.
Abandon the poverty of thought electing you as kings and queens in palaces of
stone, while many stars prepare blessed realms to wait your awakening.
Offer you to expand the horizon of others. This is the essential step to
conquer new and advanced worlds.
The Earth, Planet-school, it is for sick souls. There are worlds, which
communities-cells are for development of virtues and values in High Schools.
They are capable of capturing the thoughts of the brightest minds in your time.
Think and develop in your intimate, a desire to advance toward the
ultimate happiness. Give up the pain, look beyond of you, and soon you will see
life beyond the stars.
Ramatis, 11/10/06.
09. Sovereign is the Will of God!
The reconnection between cell-collectives installed on the surface of
earth, would d only be possible, if each human group had developed fully the
attributes of superior soul.
Unhappily, the majority did not reach this result, so depends on the
Sidereal Rescue Parties to identify and choose individuals or groups, whose
incarnation allowed to drain the harmful load to the physical plane, enabling
them this way, through spiritual garments to reach other worlds.
Not always, what we think is inconsistent with Superior Plane; it is
according with the sublime Mercy of the Lord Jesus who did not penalize the
improvident ones to banishment. He submitted them to the subtle procedure of
identification and separation, will force them to leave from their karmic family,
reconnecting them to their karma and new spiritual family. Everything defined
by personal effort and sincere desire of progress.
The bright spark of love in the heart of each monad allows reunification of
new cell-communities to colonize the New Earth or to inhabit new orbs.
There are also those monadic centers that after serving their program of
life on Earth, they will return their planets of origin and reintegrate those socialcells composing the body of orb.
Sovereign is the Will of God that determines the laws that govern our
lives.
He who discovers the meaning for own existence, soon understands that
submit to its power is the only happy road.
Many fraternal minds go with you. Some linked to you by deep ties of
love and friendship. Others let by compassion, which reduces the pain; others
follow you with vibrations of kindness and peace.
All with one purpose: to comply with the Will of Christ, identifying,
separating and valorizing the Warriors of Jesus.
Blessed is the Lord Jesus!
Ramatis, 11/17/06.

10. End of humanity on earth
Clairvoyance: I see Extraterrestrials, very tall and thin building the pillars
of the Spiritist House GESJ. After, I received the following message:
I greet you on behalf of the Planetary Christ.
O course, hidden in the hearts, the feelings of vile creatures remain
fermented by hostile vibrations of "end times".
Moreover, the masks of hypocrisy no more sustain. Go beyond the
wickedness of their emotions of hatred, dragging creatures for multiple
deviations of their souls corrupted by the pleasures of lust, the hubris, the
arrogance exacerbated. Executioners and victims are in the same range of
vibration corrupting crowds. Deprived of love, they advance toward the physical
and astral planes seeking the control of crowds toward the illusory, temporal
power.
It is the end of "planetary cycle, and of negative actions provoking
imbalance and chaos!
The planet Earth very tired is almost reaching a new dimension, so
its recovery requires larger disasters to purify it.
Humanity, why do not you notice the abyss opening right against you,
when insists on deviations of the path of light sent by the Father and the
sacrifice brought to you, through His son Jesus?
Did not know the penalties for the soul deviated from the path?
You condemned yourselves to larger suffering in a crude and primitive
planet, since you did not help other souls.
Loving Creatures come to alert your conscience, but your heart is
darkened by false promises feeding your vile intentions.
You became pilgrims and declined spirits, since you were exiled to
another area that has progressed to this sphere in which you live and from
where will be again exiled, because of rebelliousness to the Laws of God.
Do you think able to deny the Laws of God?
Your free will is limited and, either you or those beings of darkness
that guide you are powerful creatures as you think.
My brothers, you have to abandon your subversive intentions, and take
the road of progress, practicing love to others, which exemplifies the lessons of
the Divine Jesus.
Suffering reaching you is the reverse of your actions, and feelings
Laws of God are just and equitable. You cannot understand or judge
them, with your mind limited by degrading feelings cultivated.
The Terrestrial humanity is finishing. Not just one civilization on Earth,
but also all humanity is selected according with their vibrations.
In fact, I said no news, however, you still cultivate lower vibrations that
you grant you exile in another planet.
To have knowledge is not enough; you must have love enough to
overcome the suffering.
Brothers, see through the spirit, the future that waits you. You cannot see
it through the perishable matter.
Jesus and His Gospel must be the Itinerary to guide you from the chaos
toward the light of Regeneration.
Q: Are you the Greek philosopher?
A: As pilgrims in this planet, we were entitled this way, in Ancient Greece.

Remain in Peace.
Pericles, 09/07/07.
11. For a sick body, only medicine
Far from cultivating the "Flame Christ", we see “off” the "creative fire"
while is “on” the "fire wild, serpentine”.
Vile crimes increase among of humanity!
Men forget that the Creator, not created is Force on all probable and
improbable events that will determine the "Stop!" to so much destruction.
Only one stage of a cycle will represent the memory of these inhabitants
on earth, guided by instinct of destruction.
Humans are bound to make progress, since they have the universal law
stamped inside the cells of each physical body. Being, itself, the cell repository
of consciousness connecting life and progress and so, its ephemeral garment
brings the load-energy ethereal of Superior Know-how.
Molded at the light of Cosmic Love, the cell keeps the memory of its
have shapeless and meaningless constitution that driven by force of
evolution, it has found the ways of cooperation that originated the evolved
human condition.
This time is also marked by same force because, as humans destroy
each other in silly fights, the power of evolution echoes the sovereign will for
renewal and progress. Thus amidst of the destruction created, the pain, as
fertilizer, it prepares the land for new and promising plantations.
Although wrapped with physical body, the humans retain traces of their
true spiritual nature only the "wise ones” can distinguish and often recognize.
Thus are necessary memories from everywhere to awaken the minds immersed
in the illusory matter.
You were created good and pure!
Excelsis Jesus took you in His Hands and became you embodied spirit
so that you attested your union with His sublime purposes. Nevertheless, most
of you remain blind and leaving behind flowerbeds stepped.
Yes, you left behind, your land, home sanctified by Divine Love that gave
you opportunity of progress; however, you were blind stepping on flowers
donated for life, leaving behind the historical registers of destruction that now
reaches you.
Men and women on earth! You are tiny cosmic particles sailing in
the ocean of madness, which ultimately undermine the boat driving you.
For some souls, now time has come to replace the boat toward a calm sphere,
where Love is the law commanding all events on earth.
.
Like the cells of the human body, collectives (planetary cells) are
delivered to different territories to compose the body of humanity on earth,
materialized by Mother Earth
Joining by Laws of Affinity and Progress, the communities receive
energies from High Spheres bound to supply the force of evolution. Thus, at the
same time, allow the karmic plots, which strength unites the creatures.
Either the Humanity’s collective-cells or cells of the human body, in its
intimacy, know of paths and choices able to drive them toward evolution or fall.
The collectivity-cells have the sidereal memory necessary to build a solid
existence; however, the body controlled by the mind, it is easily yield to
tendencies less worthy of social life and, gradually, destroy the chances of
adjustment and aggravating them, as sick souls.

Sick body needs of medicine. It does matter if it is bitter, since it
cures the pains of the world, and renew the flowerbeds stepped, as
fertilizer able to contain new seeds of understanding, perception and
progress.
Yours truly,
Ramatis, 08/18/06.
12. The Earth on irreversible and painful transformation
Beloved children,
Your spirits contain registers of transitions, through which you were
brought to this orb, as well as contain information confirming the events
planned, but refuted by human science.
Too late, the world scientific community starts the process of
awakening. We say too late, not because as men and women, we cannot
renew ourselves intimately, but is irreversible the end of planetary cycle, and
its transition, new phase as Planet of Regeneration.
In the same way that you were banished to Earth, many return to where
they deserve.
Life on Earth will not finish. It just gives space for necessary changes
occur like cleanness of the physical and magnetic planetary body, and its aura.
Debris produced by human minds and the materialization of ideas
our of the creation, must be removed, therefore, only contribute to the
adjustment of spirits no longer on Earth
Think above the ephemeral passions, and connect your vital impulse to
the immutable Law of Progress so that you access the millenarian events
brought in your souls, h serious soul, instructing you through the selfknowledge, without doubts as to future waiting for you. Then, practice the
unconditional love and abandon the foolish interests, because, while your
planet passes by irreversible and painful transformation, change your
thoughts, values and attitudes.
Peace in your hearts
Ramatis, 03/27/07.

CHAPTER 3 - ON BEHALF OF CHRIST, THEY RETURNED
The road often is made of sharp stones
that hurt the pedestrians' feet and it is still
constituted of steep slope that consumes
their energies.
Nevertheless, although difficult, it is
the road of salvation.
Each creature must follow the path
compatible with his or her task and guilty.
To abandon the difficult road for the
road free from obstacles will throw the
creature to obscure cemeteries of perdition.
Do not complain of the difficulties.
Buddha, GESJ, 05/02/07.

01. You have the Mark of Christ.
Brothers, peace is with you, flooding your heart, strengthening your
spirits, and you remain faithful and courageous in vineyard of Christ.
Wrapped with the Light of Christ’s Army of Christ, many cities and
colonies of Darkness are emptied and the inhabitants conducted in accordance
with their needs, and merit to emergency or directly to ship prisons. These will
lead to another planet compatible with their lower vibration.
The black Cities are important points to drain the lower vibrations on
surface. They are also places to "negative beings" free of the Abyss to receive
guidelines and strategies of attacks against the embodied and disembodied
spirits linked to the Light
Cities and Colonies of Darkness are destroyed in fierce fighting, where
soldiers of Light, embodied and disembodied have spent their energies in
mortal combats, and suffering impacts of pestilential vibrations. Only the
workers of the Lord who received special training to participate in such fighting,
incompatible, and lethal to untrained spirits.
You are part of this Army fighting and destroying strongholds of darkness
in dangerous regions. Your physical bodies very often are affected with part of
this toxic load. After fighting in such places, of course you hurt your physical
and spiritual bodies with harmful energies of those rotten creatures.
From those regions, where few workers can reach, come viruses and
bacteria toward the earth's psychosphere, affecting the embodied beings with
bizarre and toxic diseases, which the medicine do not identify, or control them.
The radiant Light, Forces of Good have been destroyed those
“strongholds”, but remain thousands of them that requires so much work until
destroy them. This will only occur during the “vertical integration of Earth’s axis.”
The Intruding Star will “purify” the Earth, while attracting there countless
negative beings from abysmal regions and colonies of Darkness.
Brothers, renew your strength and faith in God Almighty, because the
attacks increase against the Army of Christ, as well as the work to clean up the
lower astral plane and abysmal regions.
This work of sacrifice and renouncement can strength your spirits and
you will have garments appropriate to celebrate the New Age. Serve and
follow Christ to ensure progress to your spirits.
While in the invisible plane, the fights between Darkness and Light increase,
in the physical plane, the pressure on the primary instincts of human beings
increase terribly the chaos.
Corruption spreads like wildfire. Pride and arrogance dominate the
creatures, and the Beast dominates all associated with its ideals to subdue the
world, exploiting the others.
Cruel souls govern large cities and recruit other souls to control
the Earth. The human justice becomes unjust and corrupt. Only depends
on few sincere beings follow Jesus of Nazareth , because many of the
official religions are associated to the Beast, fantasizing the destiny of
souls, weakening the faithful ones, making them accessible to the Force
of Darkness.
Those who believe in Divine Power, who governs the Earth and its
inhabitants, who work actively in the vineyard of the Lord Jesus, they are the
favorite ones for the Beast, which claws do not reach them. Thus, the Beast in

order to attack the Light, it sends its worst army toward the unvigilant embodied
and disembodied spirits, requiring greater efforts by the Army of Christ that
often intersects the emissaries of the Beast. Therefore, continue the battles of
"Ends of Times.”
I salute you on behalf of the Light and I leave the Peace of Jesus with
you.
Q: Are you a disciple of the Master Jesus?
A: We are brothers, Servants of Christ Jesus.
Hezekiah, 08/24/07.
02. Composed into family by the karmic readjustment
Blessed is the Master Jesus that drives us.
Brothers, the work with Jesus requires study, but also the practice of
love, which you will carry with you to the spirit world, said our sister Margarida.
The journey of the spirit on earth is blessed school, where occurs the
physical and spiritual development of each individual.
Along of thousands of years, one spirit lived in several continents of this
planet, various religions cultivated, and through the religious understanding,
each one, according to own spiritual level, moves toward the divine plane.
Brother, in past lives, you were prepared for this life. As you know
intimately, nowadays, you must practice the knowledge acquired, because
Christ needs of other workers for expansion of His Light and rescue of souls.
All of you are together, as family for karmic readjustment to follow Jesus.
Work and open the doors to receive those in need, thirsty for knowledge,
comfort and support.
Know that you were prepared for this task, and each one who wishes to
participate with you in such task, must be prepared to fulfill it with love,
obedience, resignation and good will.
Let the "old man" back and to emerge the new man in action, and
desirous of change.
We hope that working with the Christ, you find the new man.
Peace in Jesus, the Light that leads us.
Samuel, 11/28/03.
Note: This message had "right address” but it is useful for other people,
especially for those indecisive ones.
03. The planetary transition is full of vileness.
Peace with you!
The Beast stimulates the human aggression.
It does not matter geographical distances or differences in race and
language, the antagonistic people looks for fratricidal wars, often unfairly with
destructive potential.
The Beast emerges from abysmal regions, in which is rooted for
millennia and removed by strong force that cannot command nor resist.
However, deluded, thinking of taking advantage of the situation, it throws poison
directly on the surface of earth seeking to dominate it.
The Beast and its followers dominate and enslave so overwhelming,
thousands of negligent embodied and disembodied spirits, often
spreading pain among men. Victims pick the bitter fruits of their carelessness,

spiritually speaking. Surely, the Law of Progress will reach the Beast and throw
it far from earth, into exile.
There is no innocent being. There are creditors and debtors of each
other and all inevitably in debt with the Law of Cause and Effect.
The time passes by rapidly and untouchable and the creatures should
take the occasion on earth, to spiritual renovation, unless you want the exile.
The magnetic force of Hercolubus (Intruding Star or Cleaner Star) incites
the lower vibrations of embodied and disembodies spirits, while the Beast
emerges from abysmal regions, seduced by the “husky voice” stimulating more
and more in the creatures, the wild fire of inferior feeling, and the humans
answers to its animalistic appeal, attacking each other.
The transition is full of vileness practiced so vile and infamous.
You do not imagine about the storms scheduled for this humanity,
at this end of time. Only those who refuse to see and hear may remain
deluded and so, will wake up in planetary exile.
Jesus is our Shepherd who gives us everything.
Samuel, 10/27/06.
04. Being among the wheat does not mean immune to pain
From abysmal regions, dark discharges of destabilizing energies reach
the surface, toward the embodied spirits. These ones ignoring so intricate net of
evil seeking to subdue their souls, ignoring the power of evil and the warnings
coming from high spheres, they become easy prays and then, negative
vibrations reach the distracted and negligent crowds with stronger violence.
It is the End of Times, the doomsday, the Apocalypse.
Those who did not take advantage of the time on Earth to selfrenovation, or association with the Forces of Light, they will succumb on the
dark side, not by divine determinism, but by virtue of irresistible magnetic
attraction.
Brothers, more than ever, you are vulnerable to the "pain" since you have
neglected the "love" to heal.
Storms spread throughout the planet over all creatures, independently of
races and creeds. It is not the physical body that determines the intensity of
suffering but
- Actions undertaken by every creature;
- Fluidic emanations identifying your spiritual graduation;
- Debts to the neighbor;
- Level of spiritual transformation;
- The positive or negative feelings cultivated intimately.
These aspects determined the Rightists and Leftists of Christ; however,
to be among the wheat, does not mean being immune to pain. This
position may provide better acceptance and resignation to face the
difficult end of times.
The primary school (incarnations on Earth) ends, and will only graduate
who practices the Law of Love.
Peace with you.
Samuel, 01/19/07.
05. Two thousand years ago

Clairvoyance: I see Jesus entering in Jerusalem, on Palm Sunday, and
the people joyfully waving to Him. Then, I saw Jesus with His Disciples praying
in the Garden of Olives, after His crucifixion. I received the following message:
The crucifixion of the Master showed that people’s inferior level. They did
not accept the man of Nazareth, and claimed for His death on the cross.
The Master could take another path to avoid His barbaric
crucifixion, but he accepted the natural course of events, showing His
high spirituality.
The Lord chose "to sip the last drop of bile."
We do not understand His choice; however, we followed HIM on Calvary,
at distance allowed.
We did not make it by request of the Master who, humble, undressed
himself before the angry people encouraged by the wicked priests.
After two thousand years, this humanity continues to crucify Him. It
they do not absorb in their souls, the sublime words of the Master nor
apply them in their daily lives, they reject Him again.
Arimathea, 03/31/07.
06. Marks of Christ.
I saw arriving a man with long hair, rude face and very beautiful.
His strong energy reminded me of a "tornado" or something similar.
He approached our group; looked at the sky, which, incidentally,
appeared before my spiritual eyes, in a blue color very beautiful, as it were a
living being.
While contemplating the sky, He recited a prayer, as follows:
... “Come Lord Jesus to break the fury of lawbreakers.
Come Beloved Master comfort those who cry.
Come Lord Jesus to arrest the beasts frightening your people.
Your Mind is the Glory of God; your Heart is the Light that guides us.
Lord Jesus, save us!
Redeem us from our sins, accepting us in your Blessed Army.
God sent you as His Lamb.
Lord Jesus, make us your Servant.
Show us where to go. You are the Kingdom, the Power and the Glory
forever and ever.
Then he turned to us as a "authentic war leader”, he said:
My brothers,
Here we are with you, as old friends or not.
I recognize old friends, why not say, some enemies.
After long years and lives, now we compose the same Army of Light.
We fought and won the battle of evolution that changed us from
ignorance of darkness to wisdom of Light. Today, after so long, we can
embrace one another, because we are bothers.
Let us go ahead! We are just beginning the battle against to Power of
Evil.
The everyday confrontations, difficulties and obstacles represent more
than burning the karma. They prepare you to overcome larger obstacles in a
near future. They represent for you, strengthening of Christ’s Marks.
Jesus, our dear friend marked us with His Infinite Love, however,
we will give life to that mark, and we will grow.

Brave Warriors of Light!
You were called to compose the Army of Light in this battle.
We meet you later, after sounding the trumpets. Meanwhile, we go on
fighting.
Through the power granted do me, I bless you, dear warriors, with the oil
of the Father, and baptize Warriors of Love.
John the Baptist, 03/16/01.
Note: after received the messages, the Medium or channel was surprised and
anxious.
Today, March 18, while transcribing the messages, I felt as if I were
"hypnotized" and talked to my son about it so that I could to reduce a bit of
intense energy of our brother John Baptist still magnetized in a simple paper
through a written irregular and difficult to read. Tears dropped on my face, but
of joy.
John Baptist was Moses reincarnated, said Ramatis.
Margarida
07. The first contact with spirits of Indians
You are here to rescue the suffering beings, children of God, brothers of
Christ, today flagellate and crucified, as He was.
They are crucified by prejudice and hatred of white man. They
cannot understand why so much hate and so, they kill and exterminate.
There is no way to rescue their culture or lifestyle of their ancestors. The
precious heritage of ancestors lost due to the in time and prejudice. Even so,
women and children remained as divine creatures, sons and daughters of God
to be rescued from the worst conditions of life in which survive, or will be the
extermination of all people. It must be avoided, and we count on you to rescue
them.
Margarida: We are ready to fulfill the work.
John the Baptist: we show you where find a group of Indians.
M: We can go tomorrow.
JB: Wait for superior order to begin the cleanness and avoid attacks on
you.
Wait the signal and, meanwhile, help mentally Indian brothers in that
region.
M: try to break the hate by means of fraternal dialogue to understand
their reasons, feelings and pain. Jesus is helping to win the battle with wisdom.
JB: only this way, with wisdom, we will reduce the hate and tension.
M: We are at your service.
JB: See you later.
Save the Force! Save the Light!
John the Baptist, 04/17/03.
Note: after this message, and little "advices" about the points of hatred in the
astral of southern Brazil, we know that, the objective to our trip in those places
was to appease the anger of disembodied Indians. For thousands of years,
white man has exploited and brutally murdered many Indians.
Thanks to Divine Mercy, we brought them to reality. As said our brother
Peter, we fished a big fish, the Chief Thuere of Caigangue Tribe.

Today, our friend is intermediary between various tribes and GESJ. He
brings Indians in need for spiritual treatment in GESJ. Thus, we also clan up the
planet to reduce our karma as embodied spirits.
08. Change from inertia to effective Christian Work.
Beloved sisters,
May the peace be with you!
I bring messages of love to you mediate.
Since remote time, we sought to remove you from inertia.
People succumb and blame their rulers.
They forget to include the reasons why so many fell. They seem
themselves as the worst creatures on earth.
Poor fellows! Would any wizard survive after practicing black magic for
thousands of year, if were not fed by promises of easy solutions?
Do the priests alone celebrate their own worship demonic on behalf of
Darkness?
Do they forget the orgies programmed, in which nobody protest and
where many quietly also participated?
All of you, boys and girls, young people and adults, old people and
children are co-responsible either for the progress of ruin of your civilization.
Never had a situation of neutrality where the individual comfortably yield
to the daily pleasures. Every choice has a price, even to stay in inertia.
Therefore, if you wish join and contribute to ascension of your civilization,
act fast in the direction of your resolutions. Do not neglect your contribution in
the name of the labor that renovates and builds the understanding.
Open the eyes of the blind ones; purify the confused minds, awake the
cowards who do not want to hear, all immersed into alienation.
In the past, as opportunists you make many mistakes. No, time is up for
mistakes.
Give up the inertia and help other brothers to take the right road.
Be good people, but never submissive to another will than that of the
Father
Be brave beings, but not bad enough to see mud, where does not exist.
Be prudent beings, but get you free from paralyzing fear, so that your
steps are not interrupted abruptly.
Be brothers loving one another and never will you be in want.
Leave inertia to effective autonomy.
Our Father gives you the present time so that you leave back the past
and build the future.
Go ahead, brothers! We are with you.
John the Baptist,
03/06/04.
09. John Baptist, new leader of GESJ
Surely, the negative Forces attempt against you. Do not fear, because
we are monitoring their steps.
It is amidst of such turmoil, in reply to guidelines received from High, I put
myself at your disposal of this Spiritist House.

My spirit has grown and developed amid of turbulent times that
preceded the arrival of Christ on earth. I have built my faith on sublime Love of
the Lord and in His Presence; I put myself at your service.
Together we will go all the way, until remains stone upon a stone on
earth. Together we have been, now, we monitor more closely different activities
in this House.
As brothers and warriors, we work hard in the vineyard of the Lord in
favor of a renewed world, full of light.
From you, no procedure should be adopted yet, against the adversaries
of this House, until they arrive at the physical plane. Only then will be unmasked
and revealed as enemies due their choices against the seeds of light spread by
the Father’s Will.
On that hour, driven by the Force of Light, they may leave you in peace
forever.
Margarida: who are you, the new Instructor?
JB: I am your brother and friend, John the Baptist.
Margarida: My brother, once again, you are welcome to our House! We
thank Our Father for blessed presence.
My brother, this House always is yours. I use to say that my character was
more to John the Baptist than to Jesus. I mean the way I act remembered the brother
in that incarnation as a forerunner of Jesus.
You are welcome to our GESJ!
JB: We are invited to activate intimately our warriors kept for long time,
so that we face the present and future battles. We are Servants of Jesus.
Go ahead! The fight invites us to give up the inertia. Let us mobilize the
force, good will and alert our consciences at service of Light.
Blessed the Lord Jesus who guides us!
John the Baptist, 02/03/05.
10. Middle East
Planet Earth is always attacked by Darkness thirsty for blood.
Time is over for dark beings attract entire communities through the hate.
Before the current situation throughout the planet, the collective
deaths in may intensify. Disembodied immediately will be removed from
the beasts to places compatible with their vibrations.
We accept the contribution of this Group (note below). We are all
brothers, children of God Almighty, faithful and humble disciples of the
Nazarene.
We know of all events in this planet. We also know the harmful effects of
gigantic thought form fed for hundreds of years (read Divulgation 11).
Peace in Jesus!
Joshua, 06/01/01.
Note: Let me tell you about the help above mentioned.
Three days a week, on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays during
mediumistic meetings, we address vibrations for places very poor, spiritually
speaking: These are reformatories, prisons, slums, Indian regions, the Middle
East, Africa, Schools, hospitals and enemies of Light (negative and fallen
beings), and we welcome all spirits brought to our House. Thus, our brother
Joshua, who works in the Middle East, he thanks for our little collaboration with
enlightenment and love.

11. Jesus protects us
Many perverted minds attack bringing fear and disbelief to the unwary
who doubts even the existence of the Father.
After hitting the shortsighted ones, and settled down the chaos, the
bestial creatures intend to increase their enterprise that requires more and more
human energy.
They exploit more and more the planet and inhabitants connected with
their negative vibration.
That pernicious influence hit the arrogant and proud ones, and spread
tentacles suffocating the poorest ones.
You are just living the beginning of horrors.
The Beasts insatiable suck at most the energies throughout the planet.
More than never, follow the Lessons of Jesus.
The Beast monitors carefully you that are brave warriors of Light.
The Father's Presence grows stronger in brave hearts that understand
and hear the trumpets always announcing the destruction.
Jesus Christ protects you through His Emissaries lead you towards the
Light
Elias, 09/21/01

CHAPTER 4 – CONCLUSION
"Where pride and selfish spread their
branches, the latent love waits for pain,
fertilizer of noble feelings facilitate the
germination to activate the dynamo of life."
Ramatis, 08/11/06

01. The wrench of Light
The disorder built by this humanity has complex roots in the imbalance of
the soul not harmonized to the Universal Laws. Rebellious and undisciplined,
they reach the "end of planetary cycle" immersed in instinct of destruction
cultivated rather than sublimate them. This humanity is hypnotized by material
illusion and neglecting the immortal spirit.
Countless negative spirits incarnate at this "end of time” are disturbing
more and more the planet, and reducing drastically the chances for the Rightists
of Christ.
Souls leaving from matter to the invisible astral plane, others will
follow the natural course of evolution. They will incarnate in another
planet compatible with their final examination on earth. These souls of
different spiritual levels will compose similar groups in planets of equal or
less vibration to get restart new spiritual learning.
New groups reincarnate on earth. Thus due to selection and urgency to
incarnate, groups of spirits trapped in the astral plane, for long time, they
saturate the planet with harmful vibrations.
Those who wasted the last chance to follow the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
they are exiled again.
The embodied spirits that live at “end of times” will face difficult
moments in an atmosphere full of negative vibrations of Beasts
reincarnated. Thus, the rightists of Christ need of strong faith and
courage for not succumb prematurely, without performing the last task
that will provide them the desired spiritual progress.
The intense negative pressure at this moment planetary suffocates the
Rightists, wheat, or Lambs of Jesus. At the end of times to which we refer, few
rightists will face stronger suffering that get to support today.
Thus, brothers, Servants of Christ, forget the daily troubles and forgive
the enemy, as many times as necessary. Love God above all things, and your
neighbor as yourself. This way, you will recover yourself enough to face the
next challenges.
The moments before and after the three days of darkness are
reserved to reaffirm your faith in the Creator and His Apostles.
The Creator cannot patiently wait you destroy the entire planet to finally
He announces the “Enough”!
When the Power of Darkness thinks that finally dominated the Earth and
all humanity, they will be surprised by the "wrench of Light” that will free the
Earth and few human beings that deserve the rescue.
The only thing you have to do to deserve the rescue is to practice the
Teachings of the Lord Jesus.
Bear in mind the Gospel of Jesus as your Road along of this dark
moment in which you live, but are going to and end.
Only Jesus is the Road, Truth and Life.
Peace in Jesus!
Ramatis, 05/25/07.
02. No one can serve two lords at the same time
To ignore the universal moral laws, and practice of life, is a grave
mistake.

These laws cannot be applied only to correct other people and not to
self-correction.
No one can serve two masters at the same time.
There is only one Law that classifies the creatures of superior worlds,
and this is the code of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the true Jesus, because the
false Jesus, designed to frighten the ignorant creatures of minds manipulated
by Darkness and followers, incarnate or not, throw them into the fire of hell. Not
try to keep you deluded and follow them.
Prepare your mind to feel the presence of light, and deny the Darkness.
Do not be rebel person again.
Jesus is with you.
Ramatis, 05/25/07.
03. The Spaceship Earth accelerates its movement out of this dimension
of pain
Nemesis, "goddess of retaliation", throws her tentacles over humanity.
Humans, under pretext of justice, throw themselves in pursuit of their
rights and justice sowing even more discord.
You live in a world where injustices increase; but those who suffer
injustice today, in a preterit life, not distant; they already practiced intense and
profound injustices.
Brothers, if you have today the bitter harvest of past negative, avoid
the insane rebellion, which inevitably will throw you into the darkness.
Seek during the present harvest, the Gospel of Jesus to support with
courage, the tentacles of Nemesis cultivated formerly.
Nowadays, bizarre creatures emerged from ancient tombs, abandon the
Abyss, where have practiced vile actions against unhappy fallen beings, and
attracted by disorder of the modern man hindering the recovering of repentant
souls.
Nevertheless, those really seeking change; they use their free will, not
to satisfy all the desires of his soul negative in process, but in attempt to
discipline it, following the road of Light through the Gospel of Christ.
Intense imbalances occur in nature, in complete correspondence
with imbalances of the human soul that inhabits the planet.
If man practiced good actions, darkness would cease to dominate,
insistently, the human kingdom.
Thanks to human incompetence in governing own destiny, darkness
averse to light that renews, it gains space in human hearts and invade the
Earth.
The lessons of Jesus were forgotten and transformed into a vehicle
of mass manipulation
All Nations of the orb suffer, even via global disturbances, and yet they
do not join as brothers in humanity to achieve a goal of saving the human race.
The national interests, patriotic, racial, religious, cultural and economical
factors are above the planetary survival.
Abuse and deviations of the soul begin in small individual actions,
expand to the nuclear family, regional communities, reach countries and
cover the earth.

The evolution of the soul, independent of the environment in which live,
because all creatures have the background of their consciousness that is God
and, intimately, recognize clearly the path of good and path of evil. However,
seeking the animal pleasure, throw themselves into the arms of egocentrism.
Brothers, the signs of “end of times” are visible. The smoke signaling is
sighted in any geographic region. There is no chance to the man stop the fetid
mud that swallows and drags him into exile. Men want not to give up the
material pleasure built with "hard work."
You do not have to live in material poverty to practice the moral
laws, but the people have chosen luxury material and moral misery.
All people have a great commitment to the failure of humanity and
destruction of the planet and, all will suffer due to the planetary degradation.
Do not think that you are alone, abandoned in the chaos. The Excelsis
Father supplies your needs, and the Master of the Masters spills constant and
uninterrupted, His Love upon you. Being attached to the lower feelings and
material pleasures, you are immersed in a fetid mud of errors and vices and so,
unable to feel His Sweet Presence at your side. Thus, you will break the
barriers of matter toward the painful exile.
Brothers, all religions, even the sectarian ones teach the Lessons of
Jesus, and yet you remain seduced by allegories that obscure the road and
throw you into darkness.
You are no longer primary souls ignoring the reality of life. It is simply by
rebellion that you avoid the right road for spiritual improvement.
You think to be injustice your suffering in the matter, thus giving
free flow to lower instincts, rendering concrete the ideals of power and
domination wished by the Beast. It is not due lack of warnings that, once
again, you suffer in the darkness.
The Spaceship Earth accelerates its movements out of this
dimension of pain. You misused most of the time you had, but you can
take advantage of the little time you still have.
Look for Resuscitated Jesus and practice His Gospel, in faith and union
of purpose to reduce your suffering. In fact, the exile waits for you, but you can
go to another planet, if you wake your conscience.
The Father does not want to lose any of His children; but see them happy
fulfilling His Laws.
Peace forever!
Ramatis, 04/27/07.
04. Beings of Light surrounding the Earth
Greetings of Light to our beloved children.
To break the chains of negative thought forms dominating this astralethereal field on Earth requires of you all, efforts on studies, perseverance,
charity and vigilance of the humble spirit that you are, therefore you know your
condition before the Divine Law.
The study provides a tool of knowledge toward new attitudes.
The knowledge allows your contact with "Beings of Light" surrounding
your orb and currently provides support to renewal for those who desire it.
Nevertheless, the limited knowledge changed into inert thought, it
generates stagnation of the creative energy, breaking the cycle of power
that supply the channels of irrigation channels on the planet, and renew a

the Planet’s channels of irrigation, and renovate the circuit that keeps
active the planetary chakras.
Put into circulation, through the efforts of charitable work, these channels
allow the power of new thinking to help the poor ones, sustain the weakened,
and assist sick souls, and so, establishing solidarity in favor of human progress.
Vigilance is the mental attitude to defend you from dangerous abuses,
keeping you on the route chosen to study and love with Christ.
Follow the route of redemption dictated by the Master and, you will
develop the mental autonomy to associate with Beings of Light, anchoring your
minds above the suffering.
Yours Master
Ramatis, 05/30/07.
05. Man created for love becomes vehicle of pain
Throughout its existence, the Beast and companions sought scientific
and technological ways to build “portals of communication" between the
physical and astral worlds. Through black magic might open cracks between the
two worlds, allowing the passage, for a limited time, of companions to the
material world.
But it is, exactly at this "end of time", where the harmful energy circulates
abundantly around the physical matter, that these cracks, holes, doors or
portals are abruptly opened, by the explosions of bombs of hate.
In the invisible plane, many mechanisms connecting cities of the inferior
astral were built to access the physical plane, without however, find the
appropriate means to support themselves.
Explosions of bombs of high destruction hit the molecules that
make up the matter, in both planes, causing such opening. The "bestial
creatures" use those openings to reach the surface of earth with their dark
Armies, when will be immediately destroyed by the Light.
There was not construction of equipment of Darkness just in a point, but
in several places where explosions of high-destruction, hate and revenge
disperses abundantly.
Brothers, at this end of times, the routine of the Warriors of Light has
been fighting, daily, in the invisible lower zones destroying constructions where
human slaves are exploited, defeating negative beings and rescuing prisoners.
Despite the incredulity of most people, the battles are necessary to
purification in lower regions of the astral plane.
Created for the love, men become vehicles of pain.
Jesus, as Great Governor of the World, He works tirelessly for liberation
of the human soul from the yoke of ignorance.
Peace forever!
Ramatis, 05/11/07.
06. The end of times approach
Before our spiritual eyes unveils humanity devoid of love to the neighbor.
All the efforts of Beings of Light bringing callings of alert to touch them
the hearts indifferent to the suffering of others reached few creatures.
Forces of Good made more than an attempt in divulging throughout the
world, in order to clarify that the “end of times” is approaching, with no chance
of survival on earth devastated by human hand. However, the skepticism still

dominates the hearts and, even the pain that comes; it becomes a factor of
rebellion in creatures devoid of faith.
Humans follow their materialistic lives, indifferent to planetary events.
Time of choices is finishing for negligent spirits. Now, there is only one
way toward evolution. This path is illuminated by the Lessons of Jesus. He, who
does not adhere to the Way of Light, inevitably chooses the exile.
The incarnation key presented is too valuable to be wasted.
Awake up, brothers! Awake!
Peace always.
Ramatis, 05/04/007.
07. Cleaning and sanitation (I)
Beloved disciples, I greet you in the name of Jesus and I wrap you with
my love.
Throughout the orb, the Masters of the Great Universal White Fraternity
seek to gather their pupils committed with the Great Plan to sanitation of the
Planet’s shady areas unimaginable by human mind.
Those disciples committed to the work of "end of times" have training and
knowledge acquired over many lifetimes, while they toiled worked as "beginners
in various sects and entities," not always linked to Forces of Good. Therefore,
they acquired knowledge and skills on underworlds, even before converting
themselves definitively, to the Lamb.
They were sent to Earth to hard task in order to pay their large debts
contracted in past lives to the Divine Laws. Theses debts referred to the
deviating of souls, human incompetence, carelessness and negligence of their
souls unable to take the path of progress, to perform their tasks, when many
gave up work, without even starting it.
These disciples, whose Masters work in favor of the Earth, they had
committed to meet and train other beings for this end of times, with the cruel
and intelligent creatures of darkness that, deliberately, abandon the Abysses
toward the surface of earth.
The few who have completed the task determined by the High for this
incarnation, they have been training warriors affiliated to the battlefields in favor
of the planet. Few ones, since they have abandoned the task, they caused
delay in the number of warriors. Thence, they fail in training many creatures that
lost their journey, without the beneficial influence of their lessons, force and
courage.
A few ones were rescued by other disciples, who replaced them
requiring larger efforts to compose the Army specialized Training, which
acts on behalf of the Planetary Christ, in the abysmal regions.
The rebel disciples, for disappointment of the Masters, will follow in new
planetary cycle in world compatible with their nature.
Those that remain, if complete their tasks; they will have the consolation
of the spiritual journey.
The daily difficulties in the invisible plane, with a negative compact mass
of high destructive power have exhausted the strength of the disciples and
followers actively engaged with the task of cleaning and sanitation of the
invisible plane on earth.
Once detonated the events that announce the "planetary transition,"
these cannot be reversed. They will rapidly advance indifferently of unprepared

humans who had every opportunity to improve themselves, spiritually, to face
hard proofs offered generously, by the loving Father who protects His children.
The rebellion subdues them and, unfortunately, tumbles irascible before
the moral discussion at this last hour.
He, who has completed the final stage of planetary cycle, with credits will
reach a new sidereal graduation. However, the large mass will be disapproved
and fall into new exile.
The warnings and opportunities are many for all children of God to
recover all with sincere desires to change.
The superlative pains at this end of times announce the end of
opportunities.
Materialistic crowds renounced Jesus and His Gospel, as itinerary of
liberation.
The Father blesses you in the sacrifices for your release.
With love from your Master
Ramatis, 09/14/07
08. Cleaning and sanitation (II)
The withdrawal of the Dragons (Beasts of Darkness) by the Forces of the
Light could be without participation of humans still devoid of light, but already
awake, and have activated the dynamo that expands the inner light, while
making good actions. Humans forged the darkness that either in the physical or
astral plane, at some stage of its existence, contributed to development of the
abysmal regions and creatures over there.
Therefore, it depends on same human beings, now rightists of Christ, to
purify the world and through some fights, destroy the "Power of Darkness,"
which in the past has served as partners.
Nothing happens on this planet, in the astral and physical, without the
Father’s eyes.
The Superior Command led everything to immediate liberation of the
planet and its rebel humanity.
Jesus goes ahead guiding us with His Infinite Love.
Greetings
Master Ramatis, 09/14/07
09. The future of Humanity traced with fire and sword
Beloved daughters, the Light of the Divine Master Jesus Light involves
you to continue this incarnation serving through the redeeming work.
The future of humanity is traced with iron and sword through the dramatic
events to cauterize the wounds of their bodies affected by vices and moral
distortions.
The creatures seem to ignore the current crucial moments and, if people
talk about the apocalyptic moment, do it casually or superficially, therefore,
those that understands the "signs of the end of times" create new plan of
life seeking self-and encounter with Christ.
Whether through fear or courage to face their guilty conscience, one who
is wiling to share with the next walk, sharing what little they have, searching in
their hearts the feelings of low vibration, in order to modify them, they can reach
high vibrations, which turn them rightists of Christ and open access to the

“Rescue Parties.” This humanity failed to understand that a planetary cycle is
ending and, to ascend to the World of Regeneration requires sacrifice, not
desperately seeking the illusory happiness, which confuses the mind making it
blind to real goals of life.
Each one has a sidereal history catalogued in files of the Universe, and
all have unique purpose of spiritual ascension, struggling for transformation of
the old men, full de deviations of the soul, and the construction of a new man
able to reach a world of evolution.
A large percentage of humanity is fallen beings from other planets. They
are not from Earth and already have credentials to take the right path of spiritual
progress.
Unfortunately, these fallen beings will face again exile in other Orb similar
or inferior that Planet Earth.
Jesus, the Divine Architect of the Planet Earth, He sacrificed Himself on
earth seeking to change the creatures that still refuse to practice His Lessons.
They prefer the inertia and illusory passions.
The occult Government of Darkness gains strength and power,
especially due to the insistent rebellion of creatures against the Divine
Laws.
There will still be many fights to rescue the creatures practicing bad
actions. These slaves and Lords of themselves or of others must be removed,
before sounding the last trumpet announcing the end of times, the end of this
humanity and, beginning of a new earth with new humanity free from negative
beings.
Darkness, stinging pains and struggles in new exile, since all are children
of God and, therefore, a new phase, as possibility to self-reform and spiritual
ascension.
Those who do not practice the basic lessons of Jesus, and unable to
situate themselves in the ascendant magnetic field, they will be, compulsorily,
expelled from the Earth.
The Parties of Rescue will only reach those who fight to restore internal
balance, expanding it through the practice of Good.
Do not have doubts about the criteria for ascension along the planet. Do
not just learn the words of the Gospel of Christ, it is practicing it that the
spirit gives life and is reborn to regenerate life.
I greet you in the name of Light.
Peace forever!
Ramatis, 12/07/07

PART 3 – TO REMEMBER IS TO LIVE
Those that spend forces and times on
infantile judgment concerning the Divine
Procedure should examine carefully the
origin angelical or diabolical of own feelings,
attitudes and actions.
He, who faces himself, is better than
accusing the others of their responsibilities,
attitudes flagrantly known about the insane
human procedures.
Yuri, 11/17/06
Commander of rescue during the
planetary transition.

TO REMEMBER IS TO LIVE
Perhaps many readers do not approve this part of the work, finding it
contradictory to its title: the fallen ones and their trajectory on Earth. We cannot
please everyone, not even the Great Rabbi did. Most of His people chose
Barabbas, and He was cruel and brutally executed, and even today, denied by
those people.
How do think about wanting to be different?
Now, I am 84 years old, near to the great journey of no return, I take the
occasion to pay homage to our dear brothers Hercílio Maes and America
Paolielo Marques, disciples of the same Master Ramatis (= Kuthumi) or "sheep
of the same flock."
I am eternally grateful for your letters psychographed by both ones that
confirmed that I am also disciple of beloved Master Ramatis.
I have read for several times the wise words of the Master addressed to
me, and always made me cry.
The paper and I are worn out along the time. Hercílio and America are
already living in another dimension!
America eventually brings us News of Beyond. Hercilio already has his
place in our GESJ (Grupo Espírita Servos of Jesus). He is one of our Instructors
and answers for ASJ (Shelter Servants of Jesus) in the astral, for the time being
replacing our brother Ranieri Matias who is working in superior planes.
Thus, as friends and brothers, disciples of the same Master Ramatis, we
work in favor of the Planetary Transition.
Margarida, Leader of GESH.

Chapter 1 - Memories of Hercílio Mães
It is the lack of love hurts your soul and
will throw you into inferior worlds than the
beautiful Planet in which you live.
You know the “right road." Why do look
for exile?
Orcadim, (Intraterrestrial of Okay City),
Chapada Diamantina /BA.

01. Reading old letters
A warm feeling floods my soul, while reading now, in December 2005,
letters from my dear brothers Hercílio Maes and America Paolielo Marques,
Disciples and mediums at service of our dear Master Ramatis (Kuthumi) of the
Great Universal White Fraternity.
At this time that I am 82 years, I sincerely would like, I were in astral body
on a beautiful beach of this vast Brazilian cost, after a nostalgic and comforting
hug, quietly talking with these two spiritual brothers, talking of our past lives.
Now, we are three among the fallen ones in this beautiful planet that in a loving
way received us. "Thank you dear Mother Earth. Eternally grateful, never will
we forget you.
Although America and Hercílio are occasionally with us, through our
Mediums, a nostalgic feeling flooded my heart. I decided to share with you,
friends and readers, especially groups of the Master Ramatis spread throughout
Brazil and some countries of Latin America, some memories that I keep
affectionately. They are true drops of light that illuminated my difficult journey
over the last three decades.
I had no opportunity to know Hercilio personally, but about America, we
occasionally met each other in Rio de Janeiro, Vitoria, Guarapari and finally in
Brasilia, where she died. They are generous hearts, great friends and sincere
servants of the Lord Jesus, to whom I owe the little I know.
I will transcribe some letters of Hercílio, whose books I knew even before
the works of America. Firstly, let me tell you how I knew Master Ramatis.
It was on fifties, I was reading the old magazine "O Cruzeiro" when I
noticed an unusual three- page report on the controversial Doomsday. The first
page published by the Catholic Church, the next page by the Protestant Church,
and the third Spirit by Ramatis, psychographed by Hercílio Maes.
The first two pages brought no news, but the third one of Ramatis
touched me to "new reality", as if I had received an electric shock.
I already knew that name, Ramatis, not from this life, but kept it in my
sidereal memory and intense emotion involved me. I said to myself, I would not
rest until find out something more about this man, because the magazine only
had the message.
Once, an old friend told me: I was in Rio de Janeiro, when my daughter
gave me this book. I do no enjoy it and then, I brought it to you.
The book was “the Survival of the Spirit" by Ramatis. I had a “treasure” in
my hands.
Some years later, I was in Cachoeiro of Itapemirim/ES, where I found
books of Ramatis and thence I got others that I wanted.
On December 23, 1970, even before creating GESJ, I sent a letter to
Hercilio, without success. I tried again and the answer came.
02. The first letter
Curitiba, December 30, 1970.
Dear Sister, Margarida Pinho Carpes.
My wishes of Peace and Joy!
.
Too late, I acknowledge receipt of your kind letter of October 16 and
August 8, given the delay to answer many letters.

Glad to know of your affection for Ramatis, It already shows your
advanced idea, because my dear Master is only accepted and loved by the
universalistic spirits able to vibrate with all the other brothers, without prejudice.
In fact those who love the Master Ramatis, they are fallen spirits from other
worlds, because the brothers not connected with him still have "terrestrial
consciousness" forged here on earth.
Thus, still have fanatic, sectarian, reserved, obstinate beings whose
opinions do not agree on other ideas. I congratulate you for that affection to
Ramatis, and to meet one more exiled spirit!
We are thousands of souls exiled from another globe, of course Planet
Mars, as well as Ramatis was. He has been with us since Atlantis, 28,000 years
ago, and sometimes incarnated to help us. He was the great philosopher ShyRamat, in Atlantis, at Temple of Sun and Peace, then an important priest in
Egypt at that time of Pharaoh Amenhotep IV. Later, He was the distinguished
Pythagoras in Greece, although Philon of Alexandria, at that time of Jesus, and
finally, Rama-tys, an important Buddhist Priest in Indo-China, 1,000 years ago,
when many of us learned with him, the magnetism, psychometry, dowsing,
clairvoyance, telepathy and therapy. I was the great philosopher Shy-Ramat, in
Atlantis, in the Sun and Peace Temple. Next, he was a wise Major Priest in
Egypt, in that time of the pharaoh Amenhotep IV. Later, he was the
distinguished Pythagoras, in Greece; still Philon of Alexandria, at Jesus' time,
and, finally, Rama-tys, very important Buddhist Priest, in India-China, 1.000
years ago, when many of us learned with him about the magnetism,
psychometry, clairvoyance, therapy and telepathy.
Lobsang Rampa and others – Lobsang Rampa is instrument of a Great
Tibetan Master in charge of expanding the spiritual literature on earth. He fulfills
his mission in Europe, like me here in Brazil and others act among other people.
They are excellent books to understanding about the prophetic hour in which we
live. My sister, while examining your eclectic and wide spiritualistic literature,
free from prejudice, it made me happy.
Up to now, I have only been surprised and amazed when sectarian and
fanatic spirits admit Ramatis, considering the rule to meet a spirit exiled from
other planets, when have fallen due to individualistic mind, whose amplitude of
religion is universal.
I have been even rejected by Spiritist brothers of Brazil, who call Ramatis
as “fantastic” bringing confusion about the Spirit Doctrine," but it does not
disturb me, because, since remote times, I already knew that this would
happen.
To receive your letter give me comfort, after receiving a hundred letters
of irony or silliness. A thousand times, better an admirer of Ramatis, as you are,
than a thousand of fanatics and selfish brothers. Nho Quim, an evolved spirit,
follower of Ramatis, said, “Current and sectarian spirit are like foxes that have
changed the skin, but not the nature! They were “sectarian” Catholic or
Protestants and, now, continue in the same way with the label of spirit.
Hosanna, therefore to ingenuous person who follows the Master
Ramatis, love all humanity, enjoy all the religious efforts and know that only
Love saves us! As you know my, sister, Ramatis like is one of the best
publishers of the Lessons of Jesus to whom worships.
Life and Spirit Immortal - It is a recent work of Ramatis already at
second edition. I psychographed “Life beyond Matter", "Problems regarding the

Spiritism" and "The Gospel regarding the Cosmos". If you want some book
autographed, I send to you. Maybe, in reply to you, I received a short message
from the Master Ramatis addressed to you. I will transcribe it and send to you.
My fraternal hug to you.
Hercílio Mães
Note: Privately, I inform you that the spirit of JT responsible for foreword of the
works "Sowing and Reaping", "Magic of Redemption" and “Human Life", is Jeca
Tatu, i.e. Monteiro Lobato. Ramatis still operates in the theosophist sphere, with
the name of Master Koot-Hoomi = Kuthumi, Ray Martian blue emerald,
frequency of Peace and Love.
03. A short letter from Ramatis to Margarida, on Dec.29, 1970/Curitiba
Dear Disciple,
Although attracted by your spirit, the times you thought of me, and by the
renewal of our spiritual affection along of the time, through the Medium that
serves me, I am sending to you, in words of the physical world, my fraternal
thought.
Despite the inner fights at home, and about to reach the astral world,
never sorry, because, like the rough gravel mined from earth in process of
purification, your spirit also goes to angelical ascension. The human
incomprehension, often in the family, is nothing more than a striking difference
of vibration, in each one’s spiritual level! A gentle, tender, patient, stoic,
generous and sublime soul is spoiled in its physical experience, because is the
entity leaving gradually from Caesar’s world to God’s world!
Hence the warning of Christ, when thus mentioned: "Whoever wants to
follow me to heaven, take up his cross and renounce life for my sake."’ Be a
diligent and attentive student to painful lessons in the school of matter, in order
to graduate yourself as “Rightist of Christ” at this prophetic hour in which live
your embodied brothers! Other schools more sedative and enjoyable wait for
you beyond Earth, but your nuptial tunic must be free from debris of negative
life!
Work and spread messages that renew the spirit love and forgive the
enemies, and in time of troubles, Christ opens His arms to comfort your heart.
Yesterday, dear disciple was in spiritual purification, today, Margarida is
a symbol of affection I have ever admired.
Ramatis
04. Another letter
Curitiba, January 6, 1975
Mrs. Margarida Pinho Carpes,
I think you will be surprised to receive this letter, because your letter and
other 500 returned to me, months after sending, due to the sudden change from
my previous address, and negligence of those who returned the letters to
general delivery. In fact, I receive more than 700 letters a month, which made
more difficult my answer. In any case, the timing does not matter, since we
vibrate in spirit.
Radiestesy – Actually, I am very sensitive to the radiestesy with a 95%
success in curing the sick ones, almost hopeless. I was cured by homeopathy,
when I was a boy, and so, I decided to study medicine and homeopathy. After 3

years of medicine at Federal Medical School of Curitiba, I studied more 3 years
at Institute Hanemaniano, and so I have been working for more than 30 years.
My wife is my secretary who learned radiostesy and uses homeopathy to treat
children.
RAMATIS – In his own words, his work is universal in nature; hence the
reason of sectarian protest, transforming unforgettable Kardec who had never
been separatist into patron of spiritual mediocrity. Today, "Kardecism", is
synonymous of fanaticism and mediocrity, thanks to the stupidity of wrong
adepts! A mestizo of Umbanda in Curitiba said, “Nhô Kardec created the
Spiritism and, the Spiritists founded Kardecism! Nhô Kardec raised the curtain
of the Universe; the Kardecist closed the windows because of the sunlight! (...)"
Well, as I am not sure to find you in Vitoria, let me know for a long and
beautiful dialogue.
Hugs,
Hercílio Mães
Note: RADIESTESIA HOMEOPÁTICA:
Dr. Hercilio Maes: Tuesdays and Fridays, from 7:00 to 12:00 hours.
Rua Mamore, 1011, Lar das Meninas, in front of. Canal 06, Ônibus Jardim
Mercês, Curitiba - Paraná.
05. Homage to Hercílio Maes
On November 21, 1999, we made a vigil in our GESJ III in Jacaraipe/ES.
During the concentration, memories of our brother Hercílio Mães
(Medium of Ramatis) were very strong mentally, as we were talking. I also
reminded of his words in my lecture, when I mentioned him during the
International Congress Ramatis in February 98 in Sao Paulo. I will insert it here.
"In the 1950's I rediscovered my dear Master Ramatis, through a
psychographic message of Hercílio about the end of the times in the magazine
“O Cruzeiro".
Hercílio Maes, whom we respect, we have gratitude and affection, for
facing courageously the prejudice, the evil and sectarianism always faithful to
spiritual purposes of Ramatis before reincarnated.
On that time, he was not afraid of publishing the book “Life on Planet
Mars and Flying saucers”, with strong impact in the unsuspecting minds and,
consequently much controversy that remains allied to abandon and insult.
Nowadays, when I see in the eyes, I realize through the voice and
gestures of many people, the disdain and distrust speaking of Extraterrestrials.
Thus, I think how much Hercilio had suffered, when received letters insulting
him, from pseudo spiritualists stopped in time and space, as if they were the
truth. Even now, 50 years later, the official science still ignore us (or hide the
truth), despite of the improved technology and the advancement of Science.
Only someone courageous, with much love, faith and trust in his Master can to
fulfill a task so difficult was able to publish other important works on spiritual
knowledge also "explosives". It would not exist today our dear Ramatis loved
and rejected, despised and followed, discussed, praised, discredited and even
famous, without the great medium Hercílio Maes.
Reasons for my gratitude to Hercilio here today:

1) I am experiencing a similar situation: I am seen as fanatical, insane,
radical woman causing troubles and panic in Brazil and in other countries, while
divulging our messages via Internet in English, Spanish and Esperanto.
2) Accept or not, our dear Mentor Ramatis (Kuthumi) of the Great
Universal White Fraternity is an Intraterrestrial from Mars. I received this
revelation through a letter from Hercílio on 30/12/1970. Our lecture in the
Congress continues, and we return our vigil.
After the concentration, the mediums spoke what had seen, read,
psychographed, and described the astral travels that made. I said nothing of my
memories. Next, we went to Praia Grande/ES, where we concentrated again to
recitation of mantras at 12:00 ó clock am. Among of messages received by the
Mediums, was one from Hercilio Maes that made me very happy. Here it is.
06. Ramatis and his teachings
Dear Sister,
Go ahead on the work of pure Love; however, to defend the cause of the
Master Jesus, and spread the teachings of Master Ramatis is not easy task.
Our Master still suffer offenses referring to His Teachings and Love to the
truths divulged to this perverse society that disagrees on evolution of this
Doctrine.
The teachings that you divulge and your attitudes before this group are
evidences on our confidence in you.
We are disciples of same Master.
Hercílio Maes, GESH - Vigil in Jacaraipe/ES, 11/21/99.
07. The commands of Darkness and us
During some months, a negative beings attacked me, while sleeping and
cleaning the inferior astral accompanied by our Guardians. We are, with much
love and dedication, true spiritual street sweepers.
In this type of work, we face unhappy brothers subdued by the
Commands of Darkness.
The battles have been intense, continuous and inevitable, said the Ashtar
command. The current wars and violence that invade the earth, they reflect
partially what happens in the inferior astral of the planet.
From there, we bring spirits that are trapped, because of millennial angst
and rebellion imprisoned by their own conscience and by dark forces
dominating over there.
They neither were good spirits nor arrived there for divine injustice. They
prepared the abyss in which live now, since they were embodied spirits.
They were the tyrants of every type, religious fanatics, inhuman and cruel
scientists, operators of sex, slavery, corrupt politicians, and professionals of
abortion. In short, they neither recognize the Divine Laws nor respect them.
We also fought and reached the opponents that night. As leader of the
“Grupo Espirita Servos de Jesus”, I fought with a "boss of the darkness." Later, I
knew, through the Mediums that participated and watched the duel that, the
boss of darkness reached me, when I failed in vigilance, thinking him out of
combat. Finally, he was badly injured, and I had my physical body sick for a few
days.

This explanation was necessary to understand the third message of
Hercílio, transcribed below.
08. Battles
Sister Margarida,
Do you know that you are an important commandant of a Great Army of
Light? May your strength and determination guide your actions! Your ability to
command and action and your victories, which are also ours, make us very
happy.
Your "astral body" detaches from "physical armor" rapidly. When you are
free, the clarity of thought and skill of your young spirit makes you happy.
Being you rebellious and reluctant, when rings the sounds the return,
your spiritual body does not adjust perfectly. This physical body serving you
longer, now, it resents your young and vigorous vibration. Thus, it demands
urgent adjustments and then, a group responsible for this type of operation has
been working in your astral and physical body. You did not accept to rest, do
you understand?
Why do you refuse to rest? Despite being in treatment, you continue
fighting, without resting the physical body.
Your faith is essential for your partners.
Peace and Love!
Hercílio Maes, GESH, 02/11/00 - Vitoria/ES – Brazil.
09. Result of the Duel
Clairvoyance: I saw myself in Margarida´s room in which ceiling had not
roof. I saw her in the arms of two Beings of Light. She had astral body, but was
unconscious.
Suddenly, the room was transformed into a kind of highly specialized
operating room. Other Beings of Light approximated and made a complicated
operation connecting her astral body to the double ethereal and physic body.
Something had happened very seriously, making difficult the union of
bodies.
Somebody said to me, telepathically, that when unfolded, she did not
want to return to her physical body due to a huge gap of vibration among her
physical-astral-mental bodies that were in full energy. The operation was very
difficult; however, I just witnessed a small part. I was in Margarida’s room with
another companion waiting for the result.
10. Clairvoyance by other Medium, at the same meeting:
I see Mrs. Margarida receiving strong impact of negative energy. Before
being hit, an illuminated shield of protection involved her, however, the impact
was so strong hitting her.
I see her carried by Extraterrestrials somewhere, where joined a group of
other beings, also Extraterrestrials. Among them were Orthon, Orthan and
Orthanine, doctors of Orion who are always taking care of her health. They told
us, the fragility of the physical body, she would feel badly for some days,
therefore, besides the negative impact receiver, her spiritual body out of the
matter, and it was very difficult return to her tired and fragile physical body.

She is receiving specialized treatment.
11. Report of another medium about the duel
I saw our Group fighting with negative beings, in the Astral Plane. On a
level above ours, Mrs. Margarida also fought with only one being, while we
struggled with several ones. Her opponent was a boss of negative beings
shaped as big reptilian.
The fight was already advanced, because the "reptile" had lost its tail,
hands and head. It was a horrible picture, but it was still standing up sustained
by its black heart, which I could see through its body as if it were transparent.
The darkness was so intense that irradiated a type of disgusting
mistletoe. While I observed that detail, the strange being threw a strong jet of
that disgusting black liquid on the head of his opponent. On that moment, I saw
emerge in space, an illuminated hand of our dear Master Ramatis between the
jet and the head of our sister. Even so, the vibrations of the jet crossed her
physical structure destabilizing her.
After that, an Instructor said that we should attack directly the heart of
those beings, rather then only cut off their bodies. The strength to sustain them
also comes from his black heart.
12. Our imperfections
Many of you were with us, when were trained for this current task with
the homeless (refers to ASJ). Your task will be always difficult, however, you
already have in your hearts, the spark of light able to provide the force
necessary to act properly.
For the time being, you do not need our help, but to defeat your
imperfections that represent the sparkles that could cause the fire premeditated.
On that moment, I realized that the place looked like a battlefield, which
could start a duel that, unfortunately, happened and remains. Again, with
Hercílio's words:
In this case, the charitable assistance you can offer to the poorest ones
is the less relevant, because, in one way or other, the Mercy of Divine Action
would help them.
You are you the poorest ones who have everything and refuse the work
you are invited to perform.
To overcome their own insubordination to the Design of the Father, their
own pain, despair, disappointment is what you have to use at service of charity.
Learn to serve, and perceive that there will be no more needs to supply
in you. Intimately, experience the Peace, and you will be free to follow Master
Ramatis.
Hercílio Maes
Medium’s note: After the message, I asked to see him who allowed
turning around, but I could only see a white robe. I tried again, without success.
I felt that he smiled and looked at me, as a father looks for a child who wants to
do something beyond his strength.

I felt embarrassed again and he touched on my head. After that, he
entered in a starship suspended in the air. I did not see him. I had the
impression that he had in his hand, something like a candle or lamp.
GESJ, 07/21/97 – Vitoria/ES, Brazil.
The message above was the first received after his death.
He refers to annoyance and intolerance of some volunteers who just
know how to give orders, and want to neither work nor learn. This imbalance
causes disharmony, to good advantage of the "Darkness".
I believe the warnings of Hercílio reached directly them.
Margarida

CHAPTER 2 – MEMORIES OF AMERICA PAOLIELLO MARQUES
All of the creatures on the earth are
susceptible to suffering, because all
impinged suffering to the neighbor.
What differentiates them from each
other is the time that have awakened their
consciences into the Light and what have
done in favor of the others, and of
themselves putting aside the feelings of the
delay such as hatred, resentment, bitterness
and revenge.
The pain provoked by the events of
"ends of times" will reach all equally, but the
final destiny of each one will be determinate
by who has himself in favor of others and, if
the quota of love is larger than the pride and
the rebelliousness in the soul.
Renew your intimate and work with,
because the Apocalypse comes for you.
André Luis, GESJ – 08/22/08.

01. Messages from the Great Heart
My friendship with America came after reading her wonderful book,
"Messages from the Great Heart" purchased at Livraria Freitas Bastos/ RJ, in
1969. This book contains beautiful messages that enrich the spiritual knowledge
for those who seek sincerely divine teachings.
After reading the book, which made me very happy, I send her a letter to
which I got an answer. Thus began, or rather, we retook our "old ties", as will
be described here.
Among the many letters that I had answer, I will transcribe one from
1973, when she said that had included my name in mediumistic meetings,
though I had not requested, so that our Mentor Ramatis indicate, specifically,
the type of work performed by GESJ (Grupo Espirita Servos of Jesus).
At that time, the Group had three years of existence and in lack of
everything, including mediums. In that whole context of poverty, I offered all my
love, work and determination at service of the Spirit Doctrine.
After reading the letter, I was very happy. It was so much emotion to my
poor Spirit at that time.
I ask, particularly, the followers of the Master Ramatis to read and draw
their conclusions. For me, that strong incentive remains. Thank you, dear sister,
for your generosity.
02. Master Ramatis answers to America
Margarida Carpes,
We owe this sister, a word of encouragement, as long due. Our sister
Margarida is a flower that needs to be watered, because, the sun is drying out
the soil around its stem and satisfied, day-by-day, with the dew falling, when we
decided to sprinkle his spirit with the refreshment of care, and love requested.
While she sleeps, we assist her so that her spirit takes a bath in the balm that
Spirituality offer for those who believe in her.
Sister, do not feel alone for not having the mediumistic faculty. You are
not away from our spiritual influence. Without notice, we tell you the direction
needed for your spiritual evolution.
Sister, know that you do not depend on mediumistic faculty connect with
us, but through desire for peace to the forces of love that do not resist this
appeal and wish to express eagerly through the spirits devoted to love and
serve the Lord.
We hope to shed in these words, all the love that her prayers and calls
cause in our mind. We reaffirm, through this message, that the Superior Spirits
of the Great Heart colony address vibrations direct rays to her spirit. We hope
harmonize gradually with the objective of the work, which we perform in the
Brazilian Territory and, with other brothers that we also have contact and,
especially she fulfill and follow up the work that the Lord gave her.
No way, we want see our sister feels unable to continue her task, without
relying on someone, because, since ancient times, we used influence our dear
ones to develop self-confidence. We recommend our sister, friend and disciple
to meditate on that phrase of the Eco by Ramtis, “I come to invite you to
become patrons of your own spiritual progress. If you do not believe in, who will
do it for you?” It became a program for this group and all who love the Lord

Jesus within the same vibration of remote times. This is a work program, a
narrow road towards the Lord Jesus. We hope that after reading message, she
felt like a flower that before the sunrise or sunset opens to the universal beauty,
while the gardener comes with the spray cooling water that bathes the flowers,
and she take a bath in all purity of the loving vibrations from the entire universe.
We hope our dear Margarida be strengthened and continue strong
toward the sun of the spiritual life. We have no special advice though this
medium, because we want to develop in her, trust through the intuition. While
sleeping, call us, and when you wake will know which road to take to meet
Jesus.
Ramatis
Margarida,
While Ramatis said these words, our group saw a daisy (flower)
immersed in pure water, turned to the sun and became a sunflower. That image
reveals that by honest effort, we can capture inspiration from Spiritual World,
since we wish.
Sorry about the delay for this orientation, only God knows how to fulfill so
much work.
I hope you are more confident, because only love is the compass and
God everything.
Hereafter, we will publish booklets with themes of lectures offered
monthly, in addition to slides and recording. Thus, we want to facilitate the
studies of groups outside of Rio de Janeiro, though, whenever possible,
continue to travel to direct contact with other brothers. All this material can be
mailed upon request. There are 28 lectures, which form a course with
fundamental issues received from our Spiritual Guides that are very useful,
especially groups associated with Christ.
I hope to see you soon in Rio.
Hugs from your sister and friend,
America
Note: After reading again, all letters and cards, I decided to highlight some
paragraphs from 1972 to 1991. Since then, her health did not allow the
enjoyment of the exchange of news.
Dear sister, a kiss in your generous heart.
Margarida
03. In reply to my letter
Margarida, my sister,
I reward your so nice greetings, on behalf of Jesus.
It is a great joy to feel another sister in our vibratory field. I am writing at
down, for not delay my answer.
I hope the links, so well identified by Hercílio Maes increase among us on
earth. We also work in a rented small room, not very favorable, but with the
necessary. When has love, the sounds of the external vibrations are reduced.
As soon as possible, we will include you in our spiritual work.
According to what we have learned, we know that it is better a right
thought than excessive mediumship for correct performance of duties. If there is
love, there is harmony and protection, said our Spiritual Guides.

I have made contact, through letters, with many brothers from all over
Brazil, who love the spiritual teachings. I find great comfort in that. I hope the
sister also feel the same joy and incentive to pursue her tasks.
May Jesus strengthen your spirit and of your team!
Faithfully,
America Paoliello Marques
04. Another Note
Margarida,
I hope that after retaking your spiritual tasks, you have your heart
prepared to meet in Jesus, the notion of smallness and helplessness, which
always threatens us, when it refers to act on behalf of Spirituality.
At the meeting of the Cultural Department Ramatis, I felt a strong intuition
coming from Ramatis to encourage you to be confident. My question to you
“what for serves our head, Margarida?” It came from him who always insists
that we shall be confident and faithful to the commitments, believing that we can
fulfill them, when Jesus inhabits our hearts.
Ramatis wants to see you confident and humble, at the same time, as he
has always alerted me in the same direction.
It is always a great joy, your presence among us. We hope Jesus may
bless your tasks to neighbor, as yourself.
A hug from sister
America Paoliello Marques
05. Untitled letter
Margarida.
Whenever a group of brothers is organized, a greater hope, work and
love appear on Earth. I am very happy with this group. We are families linked by
ties of affection. That Jesus gives you His peace get from many and profitable
fights.
I would like to speak of spiritual matter. I waited for you, before boarding,
but certainly, you had not time. However, what is important is in the spiritual
plane. Many talk and do not understand and others understood without talking.
I have had opportunity to talk to our brothers, theosophists and yogis
about the work of union between East and West, and the mission of
mediumship with Jesus.
Our task is to try to unite the spiritists “orthodox" or "Kardecists," and the
currents of ancient spirituality, of which results the current Spiritism trying to
utter a cry of warning so that people avoid separatism in the name of That who
is Love and Unity. On both sides, we find difficulties. Among Spiritists or
Spiritualists who cultivate so ideas that prevent them to see and to feel in their
brothers, companions of the Way, where the Pastor is really only one.
A hug from sister and friend,
America Paoliello Marques
06. Untitled Letter
Dear Margarida,
I received on time, your letter today, through your sister-in-law. I needed
of these words. Who is Simba? What beautiful words that express exactly what
I feel!

I think that our guides know our difficulties and send us good words from
friends connected with our vibrational field and ideal of love toward the peace.
Thank you, Margarida. I received a good soul at right time to heal a
wound that bled!
I am facing natural troubles referred to the consolidation of all spiritual
work, when the shadow threatens many dear friends. I just had the following
intuition: “why act with Love and Justice, if on that difficult moment, the worker
does not ensure inner peace?” Our dear Ramatis assured me that right, deeper
in the conscience, urging me to ensure my right to peace! You came and
reaffirmed it! Probably he has inspired you.
I hope that sooner Margarida (Daisy) becomes a sunflower, secure to
follow her through the Sun of Life, in the infinite space of Spirituality. You and
Andrea (the President of the Fraternity Spiritist Ramatis) are two sisters who
faithfully reflect the love that our dear Ramatis want always present among his
followers. May Jesus protect us!
Yours sister,
America Paoliello Marques
07. Untitled Letter
Margarida.
Our task of trying to unite, it seems well. By the end of the year, I have
four lectures in Spiritist Houses, and four in theosophical and yogis groups.
Moreover, in college, I have received excellent opportunities to expand the
teachings of our Spiritual Guides.
I ask you to pay particular attention referred to the tasks performed by
the Triangle Fraternity, the Rose-Cross, and Good-News, with articles entitled
“The Evolutionary Process". I will speak about this issue to theosophists and
yogis by request of Mr. Hermogenes. I will try to get attendance of spirits to
consolidate the bonds of love.
We have been well received by Gal. O’Reilly Milton de Souza, ICEB, and
we are working in prisons with the brothers of FEEG. In these contacts, we
have had opportunity to talk and dispel misunderstandings, which we expected
to find, and that will come more and more. Nevertheless, as Jesus said: "We
need the scandal, but unhappy those who produce it." We confront the
consequences of such a scandal, because it is healthy, the same that He
dedicated himself to be faithful, above all, to the concept of love, and service to
the Good.
My best wishes of peace for you. You can remain small in number, but of
great dedication to the work of Jesus.
Faithfully,
America Paoliello Marques
America moved for spiritual plane. Today, she inhabits the City of the
Great Heart, in the region of Goias, where is also Brazil’s heart chakra.
As you can see, life goes on, some leaving from Earth to other regions
and others arriving from near or distant regions, similar the day-by-day in
important airports and bus stations.
America is alive, because the spirit is immortal. She works, studies, helps
and visit, whenever is possible, her friends of the physical plane, (ours).

I know that not everyone has the happiness of her real, strong and
vibrant presence, as we can, through our mediums.
Here is the proof!
08. Golgotha (words of Margarida)
Once, involuntary, immersed in a distant past, quickly, passed by my
mind, a small flash of a sad episode, well known in the history of the
Christianity, which I called Golgotha.
It happened on any Monday, around 1982-84, during a mediumistic
meeting. Again, I repeat that I do not have mediumistic faculty in this
incarnation. However, as a student and follower of black magic in remote times,
obviously I had it highly developed and well trained. Once, I asked to my
Spiritual Guide, Shama Hare, why not I chose to become a medium in this life,
since I would create and manage a Spiritist House. He immediately replied to
me:
Non-mediumship
Even in case of balanced mind as you that have already burned much
your karmic debts, after suffering so much in the abyssal regions, bear in mind
that in past lives, since have lived as a disciple, you fought until reach this
present stage.
Even so, many of your companions of those dark times, they stayed
behind with so much hate and, if you had any mediumistic faculty, you would
suffer hard interference, which would difficult your mission in this incarnation.
You have another mission, which is to guide those stayed behind, but
linked to you, just in the field of magic, so you chose this severe test.
On the other hand, through the work you are doing, you are almost a
medium of direct contact with Energies of pure intuition.
May the energies that govern the entire universe sustain your hard
journey!
Peace and Light to you!
Shama Hare, (Margarida´s Spiritual Guide), 07/01/99 - Island of Easter
Let us return to Golgotha.
After the concentration, as exercise for clairvoyance required, I asked
everyone present what had seen. Surprised, I heard from an experienced
medium, the following:
- “I saw myself in Jerusalem, on desert streets, and the local people were
sleeping. Next, I was on top of the Golgotha following very closely the removal
of Jesus from the cross."
In attendance were present some people more connected to the Divine
Master. The Medium mentioned some names that I do not remember. However,
what stunned me was when she said, "You also were present to that act of
love." She continued: They put a white blanket on the floor and laid the maimed
Sacred Body of Jesus.
They involved Him carefully, with great compassion and respect. After
that scene, I returned to reality and I did not see anything else. I think they took
Him to the grave.”
No news about it, because many mediums, voluntarily or not, dive deep
into the past, see clearly the present and cross the boundaries of the future. We

have already experienced similar situations. The interesting is that, even without
previous planning, I had seen the same scene with less detail and faster than
she had.
I remember of that place on the top of a hill, red land, with many free
stones inherent to the constitution of the land itself.
Among the people present in that last and painful scene, was Joseph of
Arimathea, people dressed in white, and silent.
The moon with its charm and beauty was shining everything, as if were a
clear day. It would compose a beautiful picture, if it were some happy, festive
situation, which was not. There was only a silence hurting our souls, infinite
sadness and pain printed the faces of those present there, at down.
Along those years, I have been wondering: Why that quick retrospective
to 2000 years ago? Why that my unusual clairvoyance, at the same time, by
myself and another friend of mine, since the group was not meditating on that
subject? We do not give themes for clairvoyance, astral trip, psychography and
other types of mediumship. It is rare event.
Many years later, another revelation came, in addition to the previous
one.
09. Vigil on the Beach
On that afternoon, we began the vigil, on the Beach of Jacaraipe/ES,
reading the book “Jesus and Jerusalem renewed” dictated by Ramatis and
psychographed by America Paoliello Marques. Therefore, I said to my
companions about the unforgettable words I had heard from our dear sister,
America, few times we met each other.
I remember, when I asked her: America, why beings as evolved as the
Master Ramatis bring us strength, courage and wise lessons to our
journey on earth. We do not deserve, and so, she replied: It is not merit
Margarida. That is love!
Let us return our report.
After the reading, we were concentrated and, to our surprise, America
visited us with her habitual beautiful message.
Thank you, dear sister. May God bless you! Soon, we will be together in
a beach of this long Brazilian coast, to continue calmly, our dialogue. See you
later, sister.
Margarida
10. Misunderstandings about the matter
Clairvoyance: I see Margarida and America sitting on the beach, talking
like old friends. I caught the following words of the conversation:
- "We try, briefly, to forget the mistakes of the matter so that we continue
working toward the evolution. Many Workers of the Lord need of other workers
of last hour to fulfill the Great Work of Christ.
I am sure that, as spark generated by God, I must follow the only road
able to take me back to the Father’s House. I try to help those that I love and,
equally I do not refuse sincere co-operation.
Dear sister, the immortal spirit is full of life; is extremely strong when it
decides to progress. However, as embodied spirits, despite all knowledge, we
are not able to access its strength and importance.

Let us go ahead confident in our Master Ramatis that brings us, as
spiritual family, and to work hard to materialization of the New Land, and
everything else comes by the Father’s Mercy.
Jesus is the Road, the Truth and the Life.
With love,
America, (psychography), 03/22/03, Jacaraipe/ES.
11. Words of America
Another Medium present in the vigil, at once, without one knew what was
happening with the other medium, received from our sister America, the
following message:
- To be a sincere disciple of the Master Ramatis, is not only acquiring his
teachings, but practice them. To face the world with courage, not caring about
the contempt received, it requires strength and faith to escape from those who
consider themselves the owners of all truth. These disciples are scarce in the
world where you live.
The Master is sad, because many workers gave up the work. Even so,
the work continues. Other workers appear, not so well prepared, but with good
will and faith. To these, we should pay special attention because, although they
are still fragile beings, they advance unafraid to face the Beast.
The deserters, those prepared to work, for material convenience, or fear
of ridicule, they abandoned you. Even so, do not abandon them. The disciples
of last hour should think about such negligence of those brothers that gave up
the work.
We seek improvement in the matter, but we cannot forget that, only as
immortal spirit we achieve perfection. The matter is limited and transitory,
always requiring large effort to overcome the dense chains impeding the spirit to
fly. We should always be free from these chains for not become them stronger.
He, who gives up the service, has heavy chains attached to him,
and difficult path to tread until get free again.
Go confident, sure that the intense Light of the Masters drives us.
Peace always!
America (psychography), 03/22/03, Jacaraipe - Serra/ES – Brazil.
12. I met Jesus
Even on that memorable afternoon of a beautiful summer, we received
from our dear America, another message, in addition to mine clairvoyance and
of other medium.
After the afflicted days, when the conscious reaches the extraphysical
reality and adjust the thoughts, allowing me act in favor of the Good (refers to
the first days, after disincarnating).
As beloved disciple of Master Ramatis, I can see that you are always
strong and courageous in divulging the Lessons of Universal Love recorded in
your soul, likewise it happened to me.
I met Jesus. I also was there, in that important period, when we learned
with each in our spiritual path. We were embodied spirits on Earth, with the
objective to draw the first lines of the future disciple who would reveal to the
world, the universal sense of the extraordinary mind of the Master Ramatis.
Every day, I am better balanced. As embodied spirit, I try to maintain the
flame of work. The work is slow, because my forces are not completely

balanced yet. It is due to the past, and, although free, the spiritual body still
keeps attached to the vibration of inferior bodies.
I have been trying to wake those who sleep on the “treasure of light"
(refers to Triangle Fraternity Rose and Cross, group that she founded and
directed) placed in the heart of Brazil. They are my friends that, many times, we
were together in prayers on behalf of the Father. They are lost, because not
choose the path of simplicity.
Our Master Ramatis also knocked on that door in search of workers to
serve the Light, but he only heard negatives and laments, (Refers to the book
"Intraterrestrials and the awakening of humanity) such as:
- “We have not the conditions required to do it."
- “This great work is not for our poor group."
- “We have no time."
- We do not have mediums prepared for this task." (I.e. receive
messages and prepare the book on Intraterrestrials).
Maybe those friends wanted one medium as prepared as Great Chico
was. Despite of having large spiritual knowledge, little or nothing they
understood.
Medium like Chico ready to serve and to awaken the humanity to the
spiritual reality, it will take around 100 years, and after all this time, the
messages, which the Master needs to transmit, will have already lost the sense.
Moreover, the reality of intraterrestrial life will be already known, being
unnecessary to talk about it.
If they do not understand the material world around them, how should
understand the spiritual world?
How should they understand the connection between material and
spiritual realities bringing hope for unprepared hearts?
Sometimes, I wonder if I have failed for not being able to transmit them
an unrestricted faith in the Master Ramatis with his habitual firm and lovely
words.
The years go on, and the creatures grow and die. We are immortal
spirits and we only remain unchanged, while prostrating before the
material life, neglecting the true vocation of perennial ascension.
Dear sister, I greet you withal my love. I can offer little of mine strength,
but continues irradiating the power of faith that moved for long time united to my
purposes to serve the Master Ramatis with all the strength of his soul.
God bless you, Margarida!
America Paoliello Marques (psychography), 02/22/03 – Jacaraipe/ES.
Note: Please, send to my friends (refers to the Spiritist Group she
founded and directed) the publication in process, attaching them to my words of
invitation to unconditional, humble and dedicated work.
Peace always!
America
13. Jesus and the Golgotha
About twenty years after those extraordinary clairvoyances in our GESJ,
dear America Paoliello Marques, in an unusual and clear way confirms my
presence in Jerusalem at the time of Jesus.

Recently (2004), other medium of GESH saw me, as man, that night on
the hill, watching the descent of the body of Master Jesus from the cross and
placed on a white sheet, when several people participated in that sublime
scene. Following the report of the medium:
Clairvoyance: The local energy is strong. The intense Sun warms us.
I can see Jesus crucified on Golgotha, removed from the cross.
Margarida, who was a man in that incarnation, at distance, she carefully follows
up him removed from that place. Deep emotions appear in her face. It seems
that from that point, he followed new direction.
02/08/2002
14. Their eyes met each other
Clairvoyance: We were talking of messages received by the Group, when
I looked at Margarida and, in her place, I saw a man with beard and mustache.
Surprised, I described the scene to my companions and she, Margarida asked
us new concentration to understand clearly that scene.
Through the next concentration, I saw a short man, around 25-30 years
old, short hair and dark. He walked on dirt streets of a rural village. He seemed
lost and confused, as if he looked for something, which made him unhappy.
In the opposite side, I saw the Master Jesus walking surrounded by small
crowd. He was a strong man, tall, tan skin, and silky dark hair falling on his
shoulders. His wide face with strong features, typical of his race contrasted with
His big almond-shaped eyes and indescribable sweetness.
He was walking and talking with the pilgrims, as if they were elucidating
some questions. Suddenly, the two characters met along the way, stopped very
close to each other. For a moment, Jesus stared him as were reading in his
eyes, doubts, questions, and the whole history of his life. He looked at that man,
as if he already knew him, personally, for millennia. It was as if each incarnation
of the boy was accessed at once.
That short time, which seemed an eternity, then, the Master gently,
whispered some words to that man. Then looked at each other again, and each
one took his way.
For that man, a new world seemed to come, in his eyes could be noticed
a different shine. The clairvoyance ended there.
Note: that man is Margarida today.

